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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, JULY

VOLUME 16

THE

m

Observed.

to the original formation of the colo
nics, to Wasnington and the otner
patriots. He vividly pictured the hardships and difficulties which were encountered In the struggle to free the
colonies from the English crown. He
said the struggle was for civil and religious liberty in the new republic and
the early patriots left their families
and children in their homes, which
had been and were In danger of being
attacked by Indians, while every able- bodied man bore arms against tyranny. The American Boliders based all
on their faith and the right of their
cause while the signers of tne Declaration signeu their own death warrants
had it been that Great Britain succeeded. The present generation, living in
happiness and wealth, in' the greatest
of all countries on earth, should be
grateful to the heroes of those days
am: perpetuate their names in honor
for the legacy they have left us. He
called attention to the fact and partic
ularly impressed it on his Spanish- American hearers that every American citizen is a sovereign by the right
acquired upon the equal principles of
human liberty. American citizenship
which passes respected through the
world, is due to the document Just
read and to the constitution. As an
American citizen himself he knew that
all within the hearing of his voice
would not change their lot for an im
perial crown. He called on all to un
derstand the living fact that the true
mark of the American citizen is a liberal, common school education. An
American citizen must be educated
and must depend on himself. He ex
pected all parents to profit by the pub
lic schools and make, in tne near lu-

THE KING'S

ed says Harry Tracy has been killed
at Woodland Park.

DIER

Half

a Million

CABS

TOMORROW'S SPORTS.
Fine Program Arranged for the

Hab-erl-

By hard work the past week a very
fine program has been arranged for

tomorrow afternoon at the fair
grounds at 2:30 o'clock.
The entertainment Is to be given foi
the benefit of Johnnie Haberle, who,
in trying to redeem Albuquerque, in the
bate ball game at Santa Fe, broke
down his health and has since been

Fed.

NUMBER 18$
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TUB OVER

the Rev. Robert M. Glover, of South
China, and tne Rev. John Robertson.
D. D.. one of Scotland's most famous
preachers.

WILL LEAVE TONIGHT.
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Frightful Accident on
Electric Line.

fc. C. Weldner for On
ion City, Ind.
The remains of K. C. Weldner. who
was crushed to death under a car in
the local Santa Fe Pac ac yards on
Thursday afternoon, will be shipped

The Remains of

tonight to their last resting place at
Union City, Ind., the home of .ae
daughter, Mrs: H. E.. Jackson. ' Mrs.
.
.1 will
- A
confined to his bed a very sick lad.
tfAlr. KA
Home.
Honored Itself.
He is a ioung gentleman only 18 years
svi'Dinpnnjr iue, remains.
'
of age Slid was, apparently. In good
A special meeting of the Masons as
prior to the time he
health
6
been
this evening.
A Fine Program Was Carried Out in
May Attempt to Resume Work at the ed himself. All Albuquerque Is Inter- Death and Fire List of the Glorious The called for waso'clock
a Knight Templar
deceased
serteam,
ball
in
ested
their
and the
ana a Masonic escort will follow the
Co' iienes.
Fourth.
Detail.
vices this young man has rendered
remains to the depot.
no
by
will
doubt be appreciated
a large
Judge H. H. Ribble, an uncle of Mrs.
turnout tomorrow afternoon.
The
Weldner, who la visiting on the Pacific
R
TRACY
PORTED
GOLD
MLLED.
HEELS
WINS.
DISPLAYS OF FIREWORKSmembers of the ball team and other
coast, has not been located, although
friends are working hard for the sucevery effort was made to locate him.
cess of the entertainment. Fpllowing
Masonic Notice.
London, July 5. Half a million of is the program:
Amsterdam, N. Y., July 6. At 11
Albuquerque celebrated the Fourth
A special communication of Temple
Base ball game between the Old o'clock Friday night a frightful acciLondon's slum dwellers were KinK
in a most patriotic manner and the
dent happened on the Mountain Lake lodge No. 6; A F. and A. M., will be
Edward's guests this afternoon. They Town Reds and the Browns.
day was singularly fortunate in the
8:00 Minute Trot William T., Elmo railway electric road running five held this evening at 6 o'clock sharp.
were scattered in about 400 halls.
freedom from fires and accidents. The
miles north of Gloversvllle to a sum- All members are requested to be presschools and parks In varying numbers, WilkeB; McGlnty, Dr. Gordon.
proclamation of Mayor Myers permer resort. Two cars were coming ent. Visiting brethren cordially invit2:40 Trot Action, Boone, Lady
the greatest number of beneficiaries
mitted the firing of bombs from 6
being at Stepney, where no less than
down grade, one behind the other. The ed. By order of the worshipful mas
o'clock Thursday evening to 6 o'clock
45,000 enjoyed a dinner such as they
2:40 Pace Bonnie Treasure, Bob rear motorman lost control of his car ter.
ROBERT ABRAMS,
this morning, but some of the more
and ran into the first car, telescoping
seldom partake of. At every gather- Collins.
impatient ones could not wait until 6
Secretary.
ing was read a message from the klnx
The horses entered are the best in it. The cars ran some distance, then
o clock Thursday and late in the aftersigned by his private secretary, to the the city and the races will be good. eft the track and overturned, falling
noon Are crackers began to pop. All
C. A. Hudson and wife left last night
poor, sent through the lord mayor of Today the track was put in first class on the passengers, who were crushed
Thursday evening there was an inces
London, as follows:
beneath them. Twelve persons are for Denver. After a stay of a few days
condition and is very fast now.
sant din which did not cease until
"Buckingham Palace, 11:20 a. m. I
After the first race Mr. Dodson will known to have been killed and thirty- - there they will go to Chicago and
after midnight and it began again car
am commanded by the king to Inform gc a mile on his motorcycle against three Injured. The dead, all of whom thence to Milwaukee. Wis., where they
ly yesterday morning and continued
your lordship his majesty and the time and expects to make it in two are of Gloversvllle, are: Mrs. Edward will attend the convention of the Na
with vigor until noon. During the aft
queen had intended visiting some of minutes flat. The machine is 'capable J. Balrd. Miss Electa Balrd. Miss Mar tional Bill Posters' association.
page
four.)
on
(Continued
ernoon there was a cessation, as many
his coronation dinners today and he of going a mile in 1:30, but owing to garet Main, Mrs. Oman Eastman, Edwent to Old Town and those who did
deeply regrets his illness prevents the fact that the track is flat at the ward Davis, Edward L. Trevitt, Joseph
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
not. were tired out. Old Town was the
SOME NEW LINES.
their doing so. The king has deputed fair grounds Mr. Dodson will not risk Saloy, Mrs. Joseph ' Saloy, Edward
attract icn in the evening and the cava
members of his family to represent going any faster than two minutes. Saloy, Isadore Rothberg, Fred Cronin,
6ver were crowded to their uthim at as many of these dinners as This event will be the first of the kind and Mrs. Maria Annabel, of Northville.
most capacity. Fireworks were dls
possible. I am further commanded by ever seen In the southewst and is be
Countv Commissioner Appointed
Make
Will
Important
Fe
played in all pares of the city, but Al The Santa
the king to express his hoie his guests ing looked forward to with interest.
PRESIDENT GOING HOME.
buqvci'iue had tired itself out and by
are
enjoying
themselves and passing a
Land Office Business.
Before the sports begin and between
Additions in Texas.
10:30 the cly was quiet.
happy day.
KNOLLYS."
events the Italian band' will discourse Walked on the Platform at Harrlsburg
It wu an orderly day and but on
The Prince and Princess of Wales music.' They will play three tunes at
and Philadelphia.
arrest was niai'.o. an Indian. The only
traversed tho metropolis from end to the corner of Second street and Rail
Harrlsburg, Pa., July 6. The special
IRRIGATION COMMISSION.
THE PECOS ROAD.
the burning of S. E. New
accident
end in
the carriages lelng road avenue before going to the fair train carrying President Roosevelt
of
nr.?
liir
stand
comer's bands when
escorted by a detachment of horse grounds. Tomorrow they will make and party trom Pittsburg reached Harworks caught ire itnd that caused the
guards, and they appeared at tne cen- their first appearance itC their new rlsburg at 9:35 this morning en route
Austin,
from
dispatch
A
recent
Governor
Otero appointed Aloys
day.
mly fire luurm cf the
tral gatherings in several districts. uniforms.
to Oyster Bay. During teu minutes' Preisser,
Texas, says:
a member of the board of
principal
was
at
The
Futhatn,
dinner
Is
one
worthy
a
cause
change
tne
and
to
union
en
at
wait
The
the
station
In Old Albuquerque.
Tne Atchison system is to build where Sir Thomas Llpton. who organ- program
county commissioners of Sierra counwell worth the GO cents ad gines and crews the president and At- ty, to succeed
It was in Old Town that the most some important additions to its lines in ized the
James Reay, resigned.
whole
feast,
did
honors
the
up
torney
Knox
General
and
walked
. r
elaborate and the only formal observ Texas, according to reliable lntorma of the day to 14,000 of the poor, aided mission fee.
large
A
down the plauonn.
crowd of
Territorial Funds.
ance of the day was held. At 5 o'clock lion received here.' A survey has been by n host of titled and untitled volunspectators,
gathered
railroad men and
in the morning a uniformed squad of made and the contract let tor the im teers. The reading of the ' morning
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vauhn
JUDGE M'MILLAN.
and to these tho president smiled and received
the Mutual Protection Benevolent so mediate building o a direct line of bulletin on' the condition of the king
from W. E Dame, clerk of
Ufted his hat.
clety, headed by a drum corps, march road from Stoneham, a station on the was a signal for a tremendous outburst
the second Judicial district, $92.(0 of
ed into the plaza and formally raised Beaumont branch of the Gun, Colorado of cheering. All dinners were followed
fees for the quarter ending June 30;
Reached Philadelphia.
the American flag. At the same time & Santa Fe, to Houston. While it is by variety shows by upwards of 15,00 His Moral Character Impugned and
Philadelphia,
July
6. President from J. W. Raynolds, secretary of the
Pa..
twenty-onthe
guns
apparent
on
surface
that
the
not
the national salute of
Roosevelt arrived here at noon over territory, $2,158, corporation fees for
operatic,
and music hall arin the East to Answer Charges.
was fired.
Atchison is behind this project, the tists and theatrical
Pennsylvania road from Pittsburg the quarter ending June 30.
418 pianists.
the
ad
up
received
and railroad commission has
Old Town then wakened
origen
only
was
route
to Oyster Bay. Ills special
of
It
the
the
feature
is
eveLand Office Business.
such
vices of an official nature that
from that time on until In" m the
car,
Olympia,
program
was surrounded by rail
abannot
inal
coronation
ning crowds came and went. The plaza the case.
N
Entries Ambroslo SanHomestead
RIGHT.
McMILc.
AL.
doned by reason of the king's illness.
road employes with whom the presiwas well tilled all through the day
chez, Old Albuquerque, 1G0 acres, SoThe distance between Stoneham and Ever mindful of the welfare
happiDuring
few
shook
hands.
the
dent
and
county; Jesus M. Sandoval, San- The First Regiment band played in Dallas by the proposed route is about ness of his subjects, even in the face
minutes of the interval before start corro
tlnvnl tl(i nrrM rtahnnllllft rnnntv I .
the morning and the booths and van fifty miles. The new line will give the of
up
ing,
president
walked
dowu
special
majesty
Judge
deaiu,
against
his
the
charges
preferred
made
and
The
a'
ous stands around the piaza were lib Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fo a direct request that the dinner to the poor be
V. Frampton, Wagon Mound, lt0 acres,
Daniel H. McMillan by Elfego Baca the platform. The train left at 12:40 Mora county.
erally patronized.
entrance into the latter city by way of given as planned.
p. in.
Jersey
City
2:40
at
at
is
and
due
The afternoon was full of amuse Somerville, where connection is made
Desert Land Entry August
It Is doubtful if history records any- or Socorro, have reached Washington,
ment. At 1 o'clock the dance in Or with the main line running to Fort thing
Hillsboro, 320 acres, Santa Fe
and Baca will try and have the Judge
parallel
today's
a
to
like
feast.
FOURTH CASUALTIES
chestrion hall was opened by the grand Worth and Dallas and points in Okla In the task of feeding the great hun- removed.
county.
march and from that time on dancing homa and Kansas.
1'he Washington Post, in its com
gry
more than 7,ouo stewards
Four Drowned at Minneapolis and Two
The Irrigation Commission.
was continued through the afternoon.
It is stated on the same authority and horde
army of waiters were em- ments, says:
an
dis
the
ball
shorten
to
base
Serious Fires.
who
preferred
proposed
is
For those
that it
The territorial irrigation commission
McMillan, of the
Judge
H.
Daniel
ployed.
St. Paul, July 5. The casualties of adjourned Wednesday evening to Septhere was a good game between the tance between north lexas points ana The dinners comprised roast beef, supreme court of New Mexico, for
Old Town Reds and the Santa Fe Pa- Houston and Galveston by building the potatoes boiled in their jackets, coffee merly one of the best known state sen the Fourth in the Twin Cities include tember 8. E. A. Miera acted as chairconneca
by
to
won
clubs,
in which the former
cific
four drownings and a large number man pro tern and presided very ably
line nojrth from Stoneham
and several varieties, of vegetables, ators of New ork, and for years a of
a score of 16 to 6. Over in tne plaza tion with the existing main line of the the
injulres from toy cannons, mud over the meeting.
Besides granting
heap- prominent resident of Buffalo, will this
being
topped
with
oft
whole
near
pole
Fe,
Fort ing
Gulf, Colorado & banta
there was fun galore. A greased
the application of Taos citizens for a
week make answer to charges that cans and other explosives.
plum
pudding.
of
male
Each
dishes
many
furnished no end of hilarity and
Worth.
drowned are: John Buckley, in grant of 3u,H)0 acres in northern Taos
received an ounce of smoking have been filed against him in the de- St.The
a small boy struggled valiantly to get This nronosed line would traverse diner
Croix lake; D. W. Emerson in Lake county for reclamation purposes, a
partment
came
all
He
of
Justice.
.ie
pipes
were
pre
also
tobacco
free
and
of
to the top. The fortunate youth was the territory which the new lines
As a memento of the occasion way from New Mexico to disprove the Calhoun; Paul F. Thompson in Cedar number of other applications were reWillie Mann and to him was given the the Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf and sented.
Reber in Kish lake turned because not made out in proper
was
presented to each of the cbarecH. Not oven hts closest friends Lake, and William
there
inprize. The event looked forward to the International & Great Northern
all residents of Minneapolis.
form. . One of these was for an Imporueea
who
city,
or
guests
in
a
have
loyal
this
those
hungry
but
king's
with greatest anticipation was pulling tend to occupy, and its building is looktant irrigation enterprise in Socorro
York
New
by
in
cup
him
Doulton,
poll'
associated
made
wiui
souvenir
Sparks from a Rocket.
the chicken and in this M. Martinez ed upon as a necessity on the part of the royal potter, and bearing under its tics, are aware of the fact that his po.
county.
was the victor. Tho course for the the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe. in or- glaze photographs of the king and litieal opponents in New Mexico tre
Paris, III., July 5. At Oakland, In...
Pensions Granted.
foot racv was around the plaza and der to meet the prospective competi- queen
in tIV"ir a town neat here, the building occuevery
by
means
endeavoring
design
a
memorial
selected
and
Louis Armijo crossed the tape first. tion of the two proposed roads.
pied by the Tibbs furniture store and
The following pensions have been
so
power
his
impugn
character,
by
king
to
that
himself.
the
The sack race was won by R. Zamora.
An authoritative announcement has
otner buildings were destroyed granted for New Mexico: Joshua HenThe following regarding King Ed- removal from office will result, and several
During the races the First Regiment been made that the Atchison has de- ward
by fire last night, the fire catching derson, La Plata, Increase, $12; Alva
post
get
10
posted
they
will
at
to
s
be
able
was
the
condition
$3mt
band played.
which is Mason, Pinos Altos, increase, $12; Mitermined to meet the competition of
tion which Judge McMillan now holds. from a skyrocket. The loss, by
this morning:
The formal program of the day was the Rock Island's El Paso short line by o'clock
heavy,
partially
covered
lnsur guel Martinez, Pasanionte, increase,
is
weeks
Judge
several
had
majesty
McMillan
another excellent
heard
"His
held last evening. Before the program building a cut oft road from a point on night
$12; George H. Buck, Wagon Mound,
ance.
ago
stronger.
were
to
be
preferred
are
charges
We
feels much
that
opened the band played as the crowd its system in Oklahoma southwest to glad toand
increase, $10; Juanlta Tine, Socorro,
persons
In
king
now
New
is
against him by certain
be able to state the
Whole Town Burned.
original, $12; Anna C. Knox, Raton,
assembled. Hon. Epimeno A. Miera, a connection with the Pecos & North- , out of danger.
r
once
evening
bulletins,
Mexico,
at
The
he
and
started
Amar-illoMajor
evening,
and
Pt
probably
of the
ern exas railway,
Annadarko, J. T.. July 5. It was original, $12; Juan M. Esquibel, Velar'the orator
Washington. Since he has arrived here
therefore, will lie discontinued."
H. R. Whiting were escorted to the
Texas.
learned definitely today the entire de, $12; minors of Juan Esquibel, Veof
we
nature
tue
he
has
ascertained
a
receivis
were
The Pecos & Northern Texas
stand by a committee and
of Gotebo, a small place on the larde, $12..
charges. He has as yet made no for town
ASKS OUR HELP.
The band part of the Atchi3on system, and coned with hearty aoplause.
Rock Island system, in Kiowa county,
probably
do
J
answer,
will
but
mal
played "Star Spangled Banner" and nects at Amanllo with the Southern
was destroyed by fire yesterday. The
HAVING FUN.
week.
then Nestor Montoya, as master of cer- Kansas railway, winch also belongs to China Wants no Foreign Soldiers at this
loss is about 125,000 and insurance
New
went
Judge
to
Mexico
McMillan
Valemonies, announced the first number. the Atchison system. The Pecos
Tien Tail).
Judge Baker Returned This Morning
more than three years ago for the ben light.
Mr. Montoya made each announce- ley & Nortneastern connects with the
5. The Chinese
Washington,
July
From Silver City.
he
to
time
of
that
his
Prior
ent
health.
Brighton Handicap.
ment In both English and Spanish. Pecos & Northern Texas at Texline. It government has appealed to the govJudge B. S. Baker, who accompanied
New York seuaie
New York, July 5. Gold Heels won
Tony Werner, a pupil of the public also belongs to the Atchison. It runs ernment of the United States to use he had served in the
had been an attorney for the New the Brighton Handicap today, with the delegation of Albuquerque Elks to
schools of Old Albuquerque, recited in through western New Mexico and its good offices to cause the allied and
He Blues second and Argregor third.
Silver City on Thursday night, returnfine style, "Our Magistrates," naming again enters Texas at State Line and powers who still retain soldiers at York Central Railway company. yea
ed to the city this morning. He called
been In New Mexico about a
each president from Washington to connects wiui the Texas Pacific at Pe- Tien Tsin fo evacuate that place iu hail
application for appoint
at The Citizen office and stated that
Princess Victoria 34.
Roosevelt and giving the chief feature cos, that part of the line between State conformity witn the spirit o the agree- wiien he made supreme
bench. There
ho take the train was two hours late in getting
London, July 5. Persons
of the term. It was well done and the Line and Pecos being operated under ment of Pekln in whicn was settled v.nient to the
as considerable opposition to hiin on an Interest in the doing of royalty are to Silver City, but the fun started imyoung man was given hearty applause. the corporate name of the Pecos River the Boxer troubles. An appeal was
The morning
grounds that he was a "carpet nag reminded of the fact that fhe Princess mediately thereafter.
the
' Our Flag" was recited in concert by railroad.
made today by Minister Wu directly to per. "lit lie was
appointed by President Victoria, the only unmarried daughter parade, on accouut of the delay of the
boys and girls of the Old Albuquerque
cableHay
shape
of
Secretary
in
the
He is a man of pronounced of the king and queen, will enter upon train, had already taken place, but afFourth at San Marcial.
schools.
The recitation closed with
gram from Viceroy Yuan Shih Kai of McKinley.
leyal ability, and nas conducted
Correspondence.
her 3'ith year tomorrow. Her royal ter the local Elks had dined they formthe singing of "Columbia, the Gem of Special Marcial,
supplementLi,
wh.ch
Chi
minister
the
N. M, July 4 Although
court satisfactory to moat people in highness was born at Marlborough ed in line in the afternoon and mado
San
the Ocenn" by the children, in which
long
explanation.
wnu
a
ed
verbal
house, July 6, 18t;8. She Is a year and much merriment by their unique and
New Mexico.
they waved small flags during the the Fourth was not quite as warm a
"Spot" Moore
the
four months older than her sister. appropriate make-ups- ,
chorus. A bright dialogue was next day with us as the second, When
HAVE
MAY
TROUBLE.
Charges Will Be Dropped.
Princess Charles of Denmark, who has being especially good In his dress and
given by Masters Ortiz and Montoya. depot burned, the Nation's birthday
The Washington Times says:. Judge now been married more than five mannerism. The judge says the Silver
The reading of the Declaration of was celebrated In a patriotic manner.
of the supreme years. Gossip has had the princess City Elks and citizens generally did
Independence by Major H. K. Whiting The base ball teams of San Marcial Efforts will Probably be Made to Re- Daniel II. McMillan,
court of New Mexico, had a long con betrothed any number of times, but
sume Work.
all in their power yebterday to make
followed. In introducing Major Whit- and Valverde crossed bats on the green
with Attorney
to her most intimate friends the visitors enjoy tnemselves and feel
Pa., July 5. A move- ferenee on Saturday
Wilkesbarre,
ing. Mr. Montnyr. referred to the im- below town in the afternoon. The game
Knox In regard to charges her royal highness has no intention of at home, and the Albuquerque delegamortal principles of the document and terminated with a score of 30 to 16 in ment of empty coal cars along the rail- General
Harry Fultz roads and unsual activity about the which have been filed against him by changing her lot of single blessed- tion took advantage of every opportusaid it was to lie read by one who had favor of San Marcial, andbeing
put out several collieries indicate an effort some of his territorial political oppon ness.
nity to show their appreeiatiii. Tho
fought to uphold those principles. who umpired the game,
the department
Klks base ball game will occur, says
Major Whiting was warmly received with a black record.. A general dis- will be made in a few days to start ems. The officials of
divulge
justice
Big
nature
Missionary
the
Gathering.
refuse to
the judge, at Silver City, this afterand read it in an impressive manner. play of fire works lighted up the little work at some collieries. The opera- of
Mc
Judge
5.
Syracuse,
against
N. Y.. July
the accusations
The state noon. Those of the local Elks who can
tors assert they have sufficient men to of
After the band played "Dixie." Mr. village in the evening.
general did not convention of the Christian and Mis- pull themselves away, are expected to
Montoya apologized for the absence of
man several collieries. Pickets of the Millun. The attorney
summon hliu to appear to answer the sionary Aliance, which opened today return tomorrow morning,
Jewish Chatauqua.
watching
all
Hon. F. A. Hubbell, who was to have
are
union
mines
the
and
5.
The moves are reported
Atlantic City. N. J.. July
headquarters, charges, whatever ihey are, and his at Assembly park, near Tully, la one
delivered the address in English. He
Gone to Texas.
session of the Jewish and if any effort is atmade to gather presence in this city is entirely volun of the most notable gatherings of Its
said Mr. Hubbell was called out of the sixth annual
tomor-roassembly opens here
Marvin Hunter, formerly of Demlng,
by tary. he heard that some of his polit kind ever held in this part of the state.
men,
will
city by Important business and on his Chatauquamany
endeavor
the
strikers
prominent Jewish edu- large picket committees to see them leal opponents were preparing accusa The Rev. A. W. Simpson Is the presid- hag leased the Bland Herald to anoth.nd
behalf extended his regrets and good
He then said the orator of cators and others have arrived to take before they go to work and dissuade tions against him, and came to the ing officer and among the leading mis- er party, resigned as Bland postmaswishes.
man of part in the proceedings. The assembly them.' In the Hazleton region they capital at once. He has not as yet sion workers taking part are the Rev. ter, and gone into the printing busithe evening was a
Henry Wilson, D. D., of New York; ness with his father in Texas. Mr.
made a formal reply but will do so
whom all New Mexico was proud, an this year is to extend over three weeks
turned many back this morning.
week. There is a possibility that the W. E. Blackstone, of Chicago; Mr. and Hunter was doing very well in a finanold friend and neighlior and a typical during which time there will be courscharges are of such a nature that they Mrs. David P. Ekvall, of West Chine; cial way at Bland, but the very high
Tracy Reported Killed.
citizen, lie closed es in Jewish history and literature, HeSeattle, Wash., July 6. An uncon- will be dropped without further inves Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Hamilton, of In- altitude there was against Mrs.' Hunby presenting Hon. E. P. Miera as the brew pedagogy, applied philanthropy
dia; Miss Kate Knight, of Burnish; ter's health.
firmed report from Ballard just receiv- - tigation.
orator. Mr. Miera began by referlng and kindergarten methods.
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BUSINESS

OUR SODA

FOUNTAIN
WE SERVE THE
IS KEPT TURNED ON THESE DAYS.
POPULAR
AND
MOST DELICIOUS ICE CREAM SODAS
COME WITH THE CROWD.
FOUNTAIN DRINKS.

B. H. BRiGGS & CO., Prescription Druggist
PROPRIETORS

OF ALVA RACO PHARMACY.

the laboring man, and of all others. It
Is the keystone of character and of
success everywhere. It is the one
stone essential to a firm and enduring
HUGHES A KcCREIGHT, Publishers structure
of any kind.
Editor
Thoe. Hughes
THE ARAB MOTHER'S ADVICE.
When an Arab damsel gets married.
W. T. McCrelgat, Mgr. and City Ed.
her mother gives her the following advice for securing her future happiPubliahe Dally and Weekly.
ness:: You are leaving your nest to
live with a man with whose ways and
habits you are unfamiliar. I advise
you .o become his slave if you wish to
Associated Preaa afternoon dispatches become the absolute mistress of your
Largest City and County Circulation husband. Be satisfied with little, en
The Largeat New Mexico Circulatior deavor to feed him well and watch
his sleep, for hunger begets anlargest Northern Arizona Circulation over
ger, and sleeplessness makes a man
Copies of this paper may be found crossbrained. Be dumb as to his seon file at Vasnington in the office ot crets, do not appeal gloomy when he
Is merry nor merry when he is sad,
our special correspondent, E. O.
918 F street, N. W., Washington, and Allah 6hall bless you.''
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Hives are a terrible torment to the
Statehooa Utile folks, and to some older ones.
Congress.
Easily cured. Doan's Ointment never
Irors the
fa. Is. Instant reller, permanent cure.
At any drug store, 60 cents.
Terms of SuhscrlDtion:
New

Mexico

demanda

Flfty-Sevc-

16 UC
Ually, by mail, one year. .'
V W
LtaJly, by mall, six months
1 K
Dally, by mall, three moruns
60
iJally, y mull, one month
76
Dally, by carrier, one month
r
Ou
Z
year
Weekly, by mail,
THE DAILY CJTJZ13N will be delivered
In the Ciy at the low rate of M cents per
week, or for ia cents
when
0ald monthly. Tl se rates are lens than
th.me of any other dally paper In the
p--

territory.

relief expedition has Just started
B. Baldwin. Unless the
of the expedition is able to reach
the pole his trip will he futile.
A

to find E.

cap-taL-

n

In the current number of the Cosmopolitan is one of tne best character
sketches of Andrew Carnegie ever
written, and its author is Charles S.
Gleed, of Topeka.

Sons of Benjamin.

Philadelphia. July 5. Prominent Hebrews from Baltimore, Chicago, Cin

cinnati, New York, Denver, St. Lopls,
Louisville and other cities throughout
the country are In Philadelphia for the
triennial convention of the Sons of
Benjamin, one of the pioneer and best
known Hebrew charitable organizations in the country. The gathering
will begin its sessions In Odd Fellows'
temple tomorrow with
Ferdinand
Levy, of New York, presiding. One of
the features of the convention will be
the banquet in Industrial hall Monday
night. Covers will be laid for 1,000
guests and among those present will
be leading public men of the city and
state as well as representative Hebrews from every section of the coun
try.

LOCALS.

Economize by trading at The Economist.
Copper, tin and galvanized iron
work. Whitney company.
No tuberculosis preservaline or coloring In Matthews' Jersey mllK.
Klelnwort's is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
meat.
Demlng has an abundance of water
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on
the investment.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Deming Is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look Into Klelnwort's market on
North Third street. He has the nicest
fresh meats in the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Wiison sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap in Deming now,
with certain advance assured?
We carry the largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng needs one hundred new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand continues to grow.
Mrs. Bambini, at her ' parlors, No.
205 South First street,
over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store.
Is prepared
give
thorough
to
scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails. She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and improves
the comple:'on, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff nd hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial, bne a. so has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and white.
It is highly recommended by all first
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give htr
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

ALL GOOD JUDGES
OF SHOES

OF SEASONABLE

BUY HERE

FABRICS

AND SAVE MONEY.

WASH

AT LESS

THAN COST.

S0A0MU

Leon B.Stern.Proprietor

" "VNU(

'

Ladies Shirt Waists at one-had
price. Buyers are crowding
and
this way from far and near. Everybody buying shirt waists
now and buying them here.
lf

one-thir-

75 Dozen of Ladies' Shirt Waists, made of best Linen
.
...
rt.
namoray ami rercaie, in lilue,
lilood, war
rink and Ux
ranted fast colors, any size wanted, not one in
the whole lot worth less than 75cts. choice Monday
M

1

1

T

a

1

35cts.

6o Dozen Ladies' Shirt Waists made of finest Glass
Clotli in brocaded effects, Taney Piques and white Lawns
with two rows of Insertion. We sell you the waist for less
than the material cost. Kveryone a $1.25 value.
Take your pick Monday, at each

Fa-be-

0tr

vppy

50cts.

Dozen of Ladies' Shirt Waists, a great big assortment to pick
from, such as White Lawn Waists, Black Near Silk Waists, Linen Waists
and Madras Waists, some embroidery inserted, others tucked and corded,
every style imaginable, plenty of the best for everybody. TfT""C
Match 'em if you dare for less than $1.50, our price Monday,
vfvlOs
25

Dozen of Ladies Finest Shirt Waists, made of the prettiest
Mercerized Grenadines you ever laid your eyes on, the kind you dream
about, in preen and blue, warranted fast colors. Each one
Monday they go without reserve at each,
a $2.00 hummer.
IO

98cts.

348

Ladies' Shirt Waists, made of Colored Lawn, in Navy, Light lilue, Pink,
Orange and Cardinal. Sizes 32 to 40, Waists which were made- - to sell at 50 cts.
but it's bargain time now, so Monday they all go at each,

ATTENTION!

25c

LADIES, ATTENTION!

Appreciating your kind patronage, we have inaugurated a trading card system by which you are
enabled to have your pictures enlarged free of charge. Call and ask for particulars.

Samples of work fn our window.
The Illinois prohibitionists refused
Two Bottles Cured Him.
to Invite Mrs. isatlon, of Kansas, to
"I was troubled with kidaey com
CLOUDCROFT
attend their convention.
The shock
of having some one present who be- plaint for about two years," writes A.
The Roof Garden cf the Southwest.
lieves in doing things would probably H. Davis, of Mt. Sterling, Iowa, "but
open
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure ef
The season at Cloudcroft
have been too much for them.
fected a permanent cure." Alvarado on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed unAnson ... Cahoon and F. Olmstead, Pharmacy.
o
Cosmopolitan
Mail
der the ahle management of the popuof the agricultural bureau oi WashingGigantic Tunnel Project.
manager, Geo.
proprietor
lar
hotel
and
Paper
ton, are at Flagstaff. They are there
Orders
Cripple Creek. Colo., July 5. Early
for the purpose of examining the for- In the coming week active work will Waterman. of
10c
Patterns
Promptly
premas
Cloudcroft
the
fame
The
est reserve and submitting plans for be commenced on the gigantic tunnel
Ncne Higher
use of the department for determining project of "the Cripple Creek & Pueblo ier summer resort of the southwest
Filled
been heralded far and wide, and
what timber snail lie cut In the future Railway company. The work Is th has
reputamay
patrons
rest
assured
its
AV
and the disposal of the waste and tne biggest undertaking of the kind ever
,n WEST
tion will not be allowed to suffer this
probabilities of reforesting.
B.Stern.propriiitoi?
attempted in the Cripple Creek district year. Extensive improvements have
Leon
The tunnel will contain a double track
They make about 300.000 lamp chim- railway and the total cost is estimated been made In the way of accommodaneys in Pittsburg every day. The fac at $5,000,000. It will require upwards of tions and out door as well as indoor
and entertainment.
(XXX)COCOOCOOCOOCOOCXDCOCOOO
tory men say about oo chimneys are three years to complete the tunnel and amusements
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
hours. Of its main branches.
broken every twenty-fouThere will be or further information regarding this
course there is no means of accur scarcely a mine In the Cripple Creek
Bummer resort, call on nearest coupon
ately computing tne number of chim- district that will not be able to send ticket
agent, or address,
neys that are broken, but the sales out its ores through this tunnel.
A. N. BKOWN.
show how many are used, and to meet
I. Route,
G. P. A., E. P.-the demand for chimneys the factor-rPoisoning the System.
El Paso, Texas.
make the large number of chimneys
It is through the bowels that the
just stated.
body is cleansed of impurities. ConstiSUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
pation keeps these poisons In the sysSpecial Rate to California Points.
IF SOUR, MOVc AWAY.
tem, causing headache, dullness and
S
Albuquerque to Los Angeles and
There is no reasonable excuse for a melancholia at first, then unsightly
.35.00.
Diego,
San
unfinally
serious illness
man living in a town if he doesn't like eruptions and
Albuquerque to San Francisco and
DeWitt's
it, says an exchange. If you have no less a remedy is applied.
word of commendation to say for your Little Early Risers prevent this trouble return, f55.00.
1
A NICE
BY
PCRCHASINO
Tickets on sale every Tuesday,
town, its institutions or its people, em uy stimulating the liver and promote
SepMay
to
igrate. You won't stop the course of easy, healthy action of the bowels. Thursday and Saturday,
Final return
events by going away, neither will These little pills do not act violently tember, inclusive,30, 1902.
1902.
your carping criticism cut any figure but by strengthening the bowels ena- limit November
8 S
0 COLD SPONGE BATH.
F. L. MYERS, Agont.
if you remain. The church bells will ble them to perform their own work.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTOR
X
WE HAVE SPONGES AT n
have the same musical rini?, the dogs Never gripe or distress. J, H. O'Rielly
Special Summer Excursion.
will play just as briskly, the lish will &. Co.T B. H. Briggs & Co.
M. 8. OTERO, President
3
O
ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c,
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
bite just as well, and the pure air and
Dumas
Celebration.
151.50.
hrijrht sunshine will nave the sumo
?i O W, S STRICKLER, V. P., and- Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Act. Cashlsr
Paris. July 5. The municipality of
Albuquerque to Kansas City and re- O C.n anil i.n
properties. Speak a good
pretty
city
of
little
turn,
the
139.00.
wm. Mcintosh
word for your neighbors if you can; if
sclomon luna
has completed great preparations
Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,
you can't, don't everlastingly enlarge
anm.
celebrating
for
100th
tomorrow
w. a. maxwell
a.
the
c.
j.
16.50.
baldridge
on their faults. If you have become
blackwell
J. H. O'RIELLY 4 CO. 8
thoroughly sour and disgusted and niversary of the birth of Alexander , Tickets on sale June 6, 7. 13 and 14,
the elder. The celebration will and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive.
can't see any good in your town, move Dumas
away: go somewhere where you can take the form of a series of fetes aim Final return limit October 31, 1902.
Prescription Druggists
g
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FF RAILWAY X
One of the features will
ceremonies.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.
le" suited.
be a grand illumination tomorrow
Keep Cool
X Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave. H
night in the park and forest of M. HenWear a flannel coal and pants don't
SANIlARIUM AND SANATORIUM. ry Menier, the great chocolate manuneed any vest; nice 6tylish flannel
There is quite a difference of opinion facturer.
T1IIRD STREET
goods, only $0.50. Simon Stern, the
in regard to the proper spelling of the
Why Take Any Chances
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Some spell it
word "sanatorium."
sorie new and untried medicine
"sanitarium." In the last issue of an withsuch
Statehood c!gars, two for 25 cents.
serious troubles as diarrhoea,
eastern hygienic publication there are lor
you should
two full page advertisements, opposite cramps, dysentery, when century
If
Pain- Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado. II
know that tor ever half a
each other, one relating to the
Denver, 25.15, round trip; Colorado
cases?
of
millions
has
cured
killer
"Sanitarium" and the other to the Look out for imitations, there is only Spring-:- $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
end
"Sanatorium."
Meals
$20.15. round trip.
Tickets on sale
On the face of it, it looks as if "sani- one genuine, "Perry Davis'."
June 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final
tarium" would be the correct way to
return limit October 31, ISO 2.
Social Democrats.
SftM SAUSAGE FACTORY.
spell it, from the Latin "sanitas,"
o
5. The social
July
Wis.,
Milwaukee.
Artist,
Mra.
Albrlgnt.
tne
health. However, the lexicographers
conven3KW.,t Railroad Avenue.
Webster democrats assembled In state
Is again in her studio, lit North Third
npicar to think differently.
afternoon wltfi an at- street.
does not give the word, but the Cen- tion here this
In
wish
work
fine
Parties who
EM1L KLEINWORT,
from many parts
tury dictionary has it "sanatorium tendance of delegates
artistic photography, should call and
(also erroneously sanitarium) from of the state. The purpose of the gathMASONIC BUILDING.
N. THIRD STREET
fur leave their orders for the nw carbon
sanatorius, giving health." The Cen- ering is to nominate candidates
111
Bdl
and to phcto. the latest In photographic art.
VIUIOIIVI 9
tury dictionary is doubtless good au- state oflieers and for congress
o
Homestead Entry No. 42'JS.
thority, but it is difficult to see why perfect plans for t!v coming cam
furnishing goods,
Special
of
sale
L.
H.
paign.
sanitarium, from
sanitas. health,
Notice for Publication.
hats, shoes and clothing for men and
205 West Gold avenue,
should be more erroneous than sanaDepartment of the Interior, Land Of
pre
unusually
Dry
(iolden
complaint
Goods
Rule
is
boys
Automatic
Summer
nt
the
'phone
574
torium, from sanatorius, giving health.
Next to First National Bank.
fice at Santa Fe, "X. M., June 23
among children thU season. A Company. Do not miss this opporThis is a question where doctors of valentdeveloped
21G1 South Secou j Street,
In
case
the
writers
tunity.
well
language disagree. However, The CitNew&Second Hand Furnitur 1902.
AlhnquprqnA. V Mex.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
o
by
the
week
was
last
cured
family
izen will follow the spelling of it in
.owing named settler has filed notice
Stoves and Household Goods.
Keep your eye Ou Demlng.
ChoColic,
use
Chamberlain's
of
timely
the Century dictionary.
of his intention to make final proof in
Re airing a Specialty.
lera and Diarrhoea Remedy one of
HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
support of his claim, and that said
the best patent medicines manufactur- JEMEZ
on
Sec
stable
Stage
Trimble's
leaves
KEEP UP YOUR CREDIT.
Furniture stored and packed for proof will be made before the register
ed and which is always kept on hand ond street, every Tuesday. Thursday
receiver at Santa Fe. N. M., on AuTin- most important asset of any at the home of ye scribe. This is not
shipment. Highest prices paid for or
Saturday at 6 a. m.; diiick time. A
gust 4, 1D02. viz.: Fells Trujillo da
liusiii ss man is his credit. Nothing Intended as a free puff Tor the compa. and
second-hangoods.
kept
Zla.
household
at
relay
of
is
Arrives
stock
Herrera, in behalf of the heirs of
can injure lit in so greatly nor so per- nv. who do not advertise with us, but at tne Springs
time for supper.
Abran Herrera, deceased, for the N
manently an the impairment of that to benefit little sufferers who may not Don t be deceivedin by
people
who tell
Sec. 22. E
NE4. Sec. 21, T 8
NV4.
ere, lit. Nothing can so hamper him in be within easy access of a physician. you they will take you Just as
quick
JACOB SILVA & CO., N. R 6 K.
the fitrupplii for success i.s even the No family should be without a bottle as the stage, for they won't. Nobody
He names the following witnesses to
(lightest
of the integrity oi of this remedy In the house, especially else has any change of stock on the
Dealers In
prove his continuous residence upon
that credit.
in summer time. Lansing, Iowa, Jour- route. Tickets for sale at Trimble's.
SAN ANTONIO WHITE STONE.
and cultivation of said land, viz:
The niotit poweiful safeguard of bus- nal. For sale by all druggists.
J. B. BLOCK, Proprietor,
Feliz Trujillo, of Escobosa. N. M.;
iness credit U a record of agreements
o
Felipe Tapia, of Escobosa. N. M.;
unbroken. That a business man may
Keep
Cooll
IN
BU1LUINQ
STONE
BEST
THE
INTO YOUR SHOES
Manuel Mora y Martinez, of Escolosa,
he depended upon o keep his word, SHAKE
Wear the right kind of a hat. Get a
NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE N. M.; Jose 15. Lebario, of Escobosa,
Allen's Foot Ease, a powder, it cures ice 6traw, a canvas or a French chip
under any and all circumstances
N. M.
BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
where it is within the power of man to painful, smarting, nervous feet and in- nobby and inexpensive. We have plenMANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
no keep it, is a firmer foundation for growing nails, and instantly takes the ty of them. Simon Stern, the Uallroad
AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
the Avenue Clothier.
success than any other that can he sting out of corns and bunions. It's age.
AVENUE,
ON
YARDS
RAILROAD
laid. Adversity may sweep away for- greatest comfort discovery of the
BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
MONUMENTS.
tunes, calamity unforseen may wreck Allen's Foot Kase makes tight or new
cure
easy.
work.
a
certain
aiable
is
and
atone
of
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
It
All
poor
kinds
Judg
feel
plans,
even
shoes
laid
the hest
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
ment may defeat ambitions. Hut the for sweating, callous and hot, tired, Prices moderate. Shop and yard corFIRE INSURANCE,
by
all
avenue.
today.
Sold
Railroad
Try
street
and
ner
it
aching
feet.
word
inviolate
Fifth
his
kept
man who has
Demlng offers the same opportuniREAL ESTATE,
Don't
MAURINO,
Q.
H.
stores.
and
shoe
can
drug
never
stores
agreements
sacred
and his
now that the most pros pe rout
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ties
25c
By
any
for
accept
roll
substitute.
le disarmed in the struggle of life.
cities in the west offered several yeaa ROOMS 12 14. CROMWELL, BLOCK,
Investments in Demln? lota Will
In sumps. Trial package fre. Ac
What is true in the case of the
....
...
.
.
o.
i.
Automatic Telephone 174.
4
Yr.'ll
.
man is equally true in the case ot dress Allen 6. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. 1 double and treble In one year.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
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THE

J.H.BHyiCo.

Bank of Commerce

Keep Cool

I

ALBUQUERQUE

Cabital

$100,000

-

health-givin-

g

Villers-Cotter-et-

s

I

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

,

lf

Meat Market
MM
Mpfm
Allkrtrcsn

....Tailor.

SHOEMAKER
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-

sail

d

8U8i-elo-
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B. A. SLEYSTER
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Cabinet, wan In any way ruflled In disposition was when he was held up oy
a six shooter in the determined hand
of the hignway robjer St. John, last
January. Then Charley was kind of
ruffled sure.
Diphtheria relieved In twenty minhad a write up of Carlsbad and the utes. Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas'
Pecos valley illustrated with a number Eelectric Oil. At any drug store.
of views, two of w.ilch are Roswell
THURSDAY'S "bAlCgAMES.
scenes, although credited to the vicinity of Carlsbad. On being taken to
Western League.
task for it Mr. Tansill said: "That's
At Peoria
all right; we're advertising the whole
7
Colorado Springs
valley."
1
Peoria
From the Record.
Batteries: Jones and Dixon; Abbott,
J. J. Hagerman made a purchase of Schafstall and Wilson.
300 head of 2 year old heifers from
At Kansas City
4
George Slaughter and now has a man Kansas City
.
at the ranch receiving the cattle, f he Omaha
....5
Batteries: Welmer and Messitt;Gra-hanterms are private.
Mrs. Harry Hanii..on, whose husand Gonding.
At Milwaukee
band Is employed on the Carlsbad Ar3
gus, came up from the Peach city for Denver
a visit with her mother, Mrs. S. A. Milwaukee
Karr.
Batteries: McCloskey and McCon-nell- ;
S. H. Crawford. J. W. Abbott and
McPherson and Lucia.

THE ECONOMIST

New Mexico Towns
SANTA FE.

Soma's Band Booked

Mn, Thomaa
Water

Smith to Visit Capital
at Santa Fe.
From the New Mexican.

A. M. Dettelbach, the opera house
manager, has booked Sousas band for
Thursday evening, October 30.
The demands upon the sanitarium
are such both summer and winter that
a new building is one of the necessities
of the immediate future.
Mrs. Thomas Smith, of Virginia, at
present in California, will return to
Santa Fe In about two weeks to spend
the summer. She has engaged rooms at
the sanitarium.
C. J. Crandall, superintendent of iae
government Indian school, left for
Minneapolis, Minn., where he will attend the National Educational associa- F. M. Green, of Vernon. Texas, le
tion uieetlng. Before returning he will for their homes after a delightful visit
in Roswell. The party came here orer-lanvisit other eastern points.
from Lubbock and were amazed
Hon. Matthew G. Reynolds and son,
Matthew G., Jr., accompanied by Pag at the richness and beauty of the arTJ. Otero, J. W. Akers, John L. Zimmer
tesian belt.
man and John DiXBon left for the Cone-Jo- s
Bertha Hanney, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
is visiting her brother, Albert Hanney.
river, Colorado, on a Ashing trip.
Although less than half an inch of Miss Bertha attended the public
rain has fallen in Santa Fe the past 34 schools of Roswell a few years ago and
.days, yet there Is still water in the though only in the sixth grade could
Santa Fe river, thanRs to the Pecos solve all the mathematical problems
river forest reserve. Forest reserves for the eighth and ninth grades.
Col. R. S. Benson, of Florence, spent
are a good thing when they really proa little while In this city between
tect the water supply of a section.
Judge A. L. Morrison relates that trains Saturday. He was on his rewhen he was police Judge at Chicago turn from .ansas City, where he had
that there was scarcely a day that he shipped fifty head of fine young bu.is.
didn't need to swear n an interpreter He reports the demand for bulls as
or two In order to cany on the busi- slow this year, probably on account
of the taking down of the drift fences.
ness of the court. Four to five
Miss Bessie McClane coi'ld not have
were frequently represented In
the hearings and yet this fact does not wished for a more hearty greeting
bar Illinois from statehood. Judge than that which she received in the
Morrison says that of ail the argu- Methodist church on her first appearments against statehood that which ance before a Roswell auuience since
wants to deny statehood to New Mex- graduation. The large auditorium of
ico because Home of its people cannot the church was well filled with an Intelligent and sympathetic audience,
speak English, is the most flimsy.
who inspired the young elocutionist to
Treat tour Kidneys for Rheumatism. do her best and she was equal to the
When you are suffering from rheu- occasion. The recital was made up of
matism, the kidneys must be attended six selections made by the performer
to at once so tuat they will eliminate herself from uiary Johnson's popular
the uric acid from the Mood. Foley's novel "To Have and to Hold." While
Kidney Cure is the most effective rem- all the acts were well rendered. Miss
edy for this purpose. R. T. Hopkins, McClane was at her best in the lighter
of Polar, Wis., says: "After unsuccess- parts, yet she is by no means lacking
fully doctoring three years for rheu- in either the passion or voice which
matism with the best doctors, I tried will make her strong In the dramatic
Foley's Kidney Cure and It cured me. and pathetic with further practice.
I cannot speak too highly of this great
If a Man Lie to You,
medicine." Alvarado Pharmacy.
say some other salve, ointment,
And
ROSWELL.
lotion, oil or alleged healer is as good
as Bucklen's Arnica salve, tell him 30
Happenings at Westover's House
years of marvelous cures of piles,
Tansill Advertising Pecos Valley
burns, bolls, corns, felons, ulcers, cuts,
Miss McCune'a.
bruises and skin eruptions
scalds,
Chaves county, by Mr. Mark Howeil, prove its the best and cheapest. 25c
county treasurer, turneu over to the at all drug
stores.
Territorial treasurer, 14,556.61, 1901
o
taxes collected in May.
DEMING.
Alfred Day began drilling a well l'or
Mrs. M. E. McClenny, on her 40 acre Wardwell All Right Valuable Cows
farm, three miles east of town. They
Dead Wealthy Goat Raiser
are sure to get a good artesian flow
License Money Returned.
depth.
a
reasonable
there at
J. J. Egan came in from "Old Man From the Herald.
Mrs. Mary A. Smith left for "her
Harry's" ranch at tue foot of thr?
plains. He found awaiting him in ihe home at Albion. Mich., while Mrs. K.
postofflce, a queer letter from hi3 R. Smith has arrived In Demlng to
nephew In New York City. It was a again locate.
L. C. Wardwell. the obliging railwell worn, freshly laundered standing linen collar, wita a letter written road hackman. appears to bo the right
on one side, and the address on .ie man in the right place. Demlng.could
not get along without him now.
other.
Some gem stones taken from a deMrs. J. A. Erwin. wife of the founder
of the Register, who Is now a federal posit said to exist near this city, have
Judge in Porto Rico, passed through been left at Tossell's jewelry store to
here for Carlsbad, accompanied by her ascertain their value. They are red in
brother, L. O. Fullen, postmaster at color and polish quae readily.
Mr. Russell, the milk man, list a
Carlsbad, for an extended visit with
him. Judge and Mrs. Erwln were resi- very valuable cow by death, which
dents of Roswell in 1S88 and 1889, and makes Jhe second one that he has lost
are well remembered by all the old set- during the last six months. Both were
valued at $150.
tlers here.
Mrs. Armour, the wealthy goat raisJohn Wentover and his wife think
they had a variety of happenings at er of Kingston, N. M., was In Demlng
On Thurs- visiting friends. She has more than
their home last week.
day, auout 10 a. m., a bouncing baby 25,000 goats in her herds and every
boy was born to them. The next day, one of them nets her 1 a year. Her
at the dinner table, Jason, their little herds have annually increased and
2 year old son was hanging onto tne
it takes twenty herders to take
high chair of his sister, Josephine, 3 care of her flocks.
years old, tipping it over and breaking
A while before his death in this city
Dr. F. A. Farrell was an applicant for
her right arm above the elbow.
R. W. Tansill, the Carlsbad promo- license before the Terr.corial Board of
ter, was in town on business, having Health, forwaruing the necessary fee
purchased the interest of C. D.
for the same. Before the license could
in tne Mormon mine in the Organ be granted the doctor died, and recent
mountains. Mr. Tansill is doing more ly the money was refunded to his famto advertise Carlsbad than is being ily.
done for any other town in the territoIt is declared by his many friends
ry, without exception. In a recent num- the only time in his life that Charley
he Johnson, the popular mixologist at the
ber of the Chicago
d

--
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third of a century

Always siakes ihe
PmcF Bakinq Pow?cr
Chicago.
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for McCall Patterns. All Patterns 10 and 15 ct.
Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day at Received.

Months Bright

The next two months are ordiaarily dull ones for the dry goods man; he Is
seasons. These
months have never yet been dull with us. We have always induced people to buybetween
In July and August and
we are going to do the same thing this Season.
We are going to offer values that will clean up our
stock.
There Is no profit In carrying goods over. To make a dull
lively merchandise has got
to be put down to low figures in fact the lowest figures of the year. Season
Lookk over your effects and see
you
ou won't have a better opportunity this year of stocking yourself up on Seasonable Drr
what
need.
Goods.
Now for the gooda and prices.

(iPt

O'Netl and Joyce O'Nell.
Second game
1
Chicago
2
St. Louis
Williams and Chance;
Batteries:
Murphy and Ryan.

mm

American League.
At

Detroit-Det-

roit

7
9

Cleveland

Batteries: Yeager and Buehiw;
Bernhard and Bemis.

Var-ne-

At St. Louis
St. Louis
Chicago

i5

Batteries :Reldy and Donahue;
and McFarland.
At Philadelphia
Philadelphia-Bosto-

Baltimore-Washingto-

cal-laha-

Important Sale of Shirt Waists

n

See Window Display.
Divided into 4 lots, as follows:
Lot No. 2 Takes In all our White
and Colored oulrt Waists, made of
madras, percale and dimity; values in
this lot up to 75c each; take your
choice only
Lot No. 3 At 50c taKes in values up
to $1.25, made of chambray. with embroidery yokes and embroidery trimming: also solid color chambray,
striped madras. Gibson style; you can
not buy the material for the money we
ask you for the complete waist: choice
only
Lot No. 4 At 75c, consists of 5
styles of Colored Waists, made of figured and striped mercerized lawn,
mercerized ginghams with embroidery
insertion also trimmed with silk straps
and pearl buttons, values in this lot up
to 1.75; choice only
Lot No. 5 At $1.00 takes in all our
very best colored Waists made of silk

game postponed

n

on account of rain.
At Baltimore
n

game

post-

poned.
A. R. Bass, of Morgantown, Ind., had
to get up ten or twelve times in the
night and had severe backache and
pains in the kidneys. Was cured by
Foley's Kidney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Have Challenged Albuquerque.

It is not surprising that our base ball
team cannot secure return games, as
they have carried off the honors for
the past three seasons. It Is certainly
not the fault of the manager, as he has
written all the neighboring towns for
engagements with no satisfactory returns. The manager is so confident of
the ability of the team that he has sent
a challenge to the Albuquerque Browns
and if arrangements can be made the
game will be pulled off here In the
near future. The Browns ought to be
able to make our boys play ball.

chambrays. mercerized madras, mercerized linen waists and silk ginghams,
in fact, the balance of our stock of
colored waist values up to $2.50 each,
choice of any in the lot

Win-slo-

Mall.
The cha'.'.enge above referred to has
not yet been received by the Browns
and will no doubt be accepted when It
is.

LETTER

Following is tue list of letters remaining uncalled for in the postofflce
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, for the
week ending July , 1902:

Eliza-Masete-

.

the coming city of New

Just received a large shipment of
Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avtcue.
We sell more shoes than all other
stores combined. You know the reason. Leon B. Stern.
Demirg la the great mining venter
of the eouthwe:.;.
We are sole agent for Wheeler &
Wilson sewing machines, the best on
'0e market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
ivenue.

m
m

See Window Display.

QFI-

4jJj
-

50c

75c

$1

Our entire line placed on sale, absolutely none reserved, at i to Vt off;
come In white pique, duck, linens,
grass linens, linen batiste and mercerized linen; our entire line of Tub
Suits divided in 5 lots as follows:
Lot No. 1 Made of Colored Chambrays. trimmed with bands of same;
was $3.50, on sale now."
Lot No. 2 Made of Plain Chambray,
trimmed with embroidery and plquo
bands and embroidery insertion; these
sold at $4.50, on sale now at
Lot .Jo. 3 Made of Linen Batiste,
the blouse trimmed with rows of lace
insertion of same color. In all sizes;
former price was $5.00, on sale now. . .
Lot No. 4 Takes In all our Blouse
Linen Suits trimmed with Une.n embroidery and linen lace, usually sold at
$6.00, sale price now
Lot No. 5 Takes In all our Linen
Suits, trimmed with lace on blouse,
also mercerized chambrays trimmed
with white embroidery; these sold at
$7.50 and $8.50; Sale Price now

o
o
z
o
3E
5
H

2.50
3 00

3.50
4.00
5.50

WASH SKIRTS

LIST.

Ladies' List.
Haze, Mrs Nannie Staiiibaugh, Grace
Underwood,
Hubbard, Klba
Mrs Vir- - beth
ginia
Underwood. Mrs El- mer (3)
Marques, Claudia
Valberde. Mary
Mirabel. Josefita
White, Mrs Frank
Perea, Joscfa
Wilson, MrsE
Sanches. Paula
Sandoval, Marillita Wolf, Mrs. Lillie
Young, Miss S E
A de
Schubert, Mary.
Men's List.
Martinez, F.
Andrews. B F
Baker. Hon W A Miller, Geo II
McKay, Jas A
Bell, Jas M
Miller. Hon LE
Brachet. L
Nerly, F A
Baca. Mercor
Nuanez, Fred
Britton, Darnel
Chavez, Purfirlo
Ortiz. Epifanlo
Cass. Tom C.
Pollard. J W

z

Pale of Wash Waists and Skirts

These Wash Skirts consist of White and Colored Pique, Linen Crashes, Madras, Lace Trimmed
Linens and Embroidery trimmed White Piques; they all go; nona reserved.
Lot No. 1 Ail our 75c and 85c
Lot No. 4 Takes In all our Y, ash
Wush Skirts reduced to
Skirts sold up to $2.50, now
Lot No. 5 Takes In all our Wash
Lot No. 2 All our $1.00 and $1.25
Wash Skirts reduced to
Skirts sold up to $3.50, now
Lot No. 3 All our $1.50 and $1.75
Lot No. 6 Takes in all our Wash
Wash Skirts reduced to
Skirts sold up to $5.00, now

When Other Medicines Have Failed
Take Foley's Kidney Cure. It has
cured when everything else lias disappointed. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Demlng,
Mexico.

Hzzt:iif

C?V?;v:.

the

4

Jemez Hot Springs.
Tne public Is invited to visit the
famous health giving springs. First
(lass accommodations can be found at
the Stone hotel. Bathing, good trout
fishing and beautiful escenery are only
a few of the attractions of this delightful resort.
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN.
Stone Hotel.
o
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of
cattle annually; Is the center of the
greatest breeding region In the southwest and cattle men all know this.

ho use wive;; Lave found Dr.
Price'': Daking Powder invariably a guarantee of pire, delicious
and v.'hc!e:crr.e food.

In

Batteries: Rhodes and Kllng; Mike

(2)
Clias
Howard. Giant (2) Warren, W H
Winslow. W W
Hall. Fred
Lobato, Silbesttra Young, Otto
Lopez. Pedro C
Wilkinson, I. T (2)
.Martinez, Torlo
Persons tailing for the above named
letters will please say "Advertised,"
and give tr.n date of publication.
R W. HOPKINS Postmaster.

Ameri-ca- n

Line.

2

St. Louis

EntM-1-

For

Dry Good

How We are Going to flake Dull

ago

-

111

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

0

Chawz, Telesfor Prendergast.Joseph
Sandoval, Antonio
Cox. Joseph I
Castancda. Margar- Serna, Antonio
Serna, Frank
ito
Drieto. Meregeldo Tenaglia, Dr G
Underwood, Elmer
E.5turo, Felipe

HHM

Mail

n

At

THE ECONOMIST

Shoes,

Agenta

Batteries: Hoffer and Lobeck; Glade
and Roth.
National League.
At Pittsburg
Pittsburg-Brooklygame postponed
on account of rain.

s

.o-da- y

No

4

St. Joseph

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

At Des Moines

Dp 3 Moines

3

THE ECONOMIS1

50c
75c

2.00

1.00

2 50

1.50

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

Subscribe for The Citizen.
6

MONTH
0

Is your last call

s
0

until August i to
buy your Clothing
and other articles
at actual cost and t
some below cost I
on account of dis
solution of our
firm. See window I

0
0

t
0
0

1

0
0

t
0
0
0
0

s
0
0

s
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Social at Home of B. Schuster
row Escape from Fire Gang
of Desperadoes.
From the Herald.
A quiet little Bocial event was
at the hospitable home of Mr.
and Mrs. B. Schuster, by a few intimate friends of the family. Ice cream,
such as only an expert can make, and
elegant cake, were served as refreshment.
A private letter from Concho tells
of the narrow escape of the Schuster
Mercantile company's Btore from destruction y flte. The heroic efforts of
a large crowd of men saved the build-inLittle damage was dene. Entirely covered by insurance.
Father Vabre, of Flagstaff, and
Nar--

s.

Father Connelly, of Wlnslow, conduct-

ed the religious exercises of the Catholic church here on St. John's day.
They go from hers to Sprlngervllle and
back, by here and on to Concho. While
the fathers were in the city one couple
embarked on the fitful sea of matrimony and perhaps some others may
nee their footprints on the sands of
time and take heart and hand as well.
Sound kidneys are safeguards of life.
Make the kidneys hcilthy with Foley's
Kidney cure. Aivarado Pharmacy,

A suit in ejectment has been filed In
the district court by George N. Conard
against J. J. Tobin. this suit will settle the title to the Burns' spring, over
which there has been a dispute. Last
winter Conard obtained a judgment
against Tobin and an order of restitution wa3 .jSsued and Tobin removed
from the place, but he returned and
took possession of the place and subsequently shot Conard, when the latter
went there to prepare the ground below the spring for a crop.
Charles L. Radcllffe, of San Pedro,
by Judge J. E.
N. M.. accompanied
Perry and several of the owners, visited the Russell & Co. mines, near the
Sheeptrail, this week. They returned
Trom the mines Thursday evening last.
Mr.
made a thorough examination of the propei ty and on his report will depend the sale. The mines
are big and show values the entire
length. Small shafts have been sunk
along the vein and everywhere possible crosscuts have been run in exposing immense ore bodies The river is
but sever, miles away and a good road
runs past the mines.
Foley's Kidney Cure purifies the
blood by straining out impurities and
tones up the whole system. Cures kidney and bladder troubles. Aivarado
Pharmacy.

o

to California Foresters Pay
Death Claim Farewell Reception.
From the Mail.
Mrs. K. Gillett ejects to leave for
Fort Wayne, Ind., on a visit to ber

Going

ti&ter.
H. H. Herr expects his family to re,
turn soon, and is looking up a suitable

residence.

t

Mrs. George A. Lane and daughter,

left for California.
Mrs. H. L. Grimshaw left for California, where sne will sirend several
weeks.
Dr. Sampson received a draft from
the Foresters for $500. in payment of
the life insurance of the late Thomas
H. Fee
Mrs. R. C. Creswell and Mrs. J. A.
Tillett, accompanied by their children,
were guests of Mrs. Frank Wallace at
the Aztec headquarters.
T. A. Anderson, who has been working at the Creswell stables 'or some
time, has resigned his position at that
place and accepted a position with W.
A. Parr, the contractor.
The hours for using city water for
irrigaitng purposes Is from 8 p. m. to
5 a. m.. and water users should act

Local Option Similar Operation to
King Edward Forest Fires
New Probate Judge.
From the Sun.
Alex Burnslde and family left for
Durango, Cal., where he has a position
wtih a large plumbing house.
M. v. Wray has severed his connection with the Navajo mission of Rev.
W. A. Johnston, and will move his
family back to Flagstaff.
Forest Supervisor F. S. Breen has
been granted a thirty days' vacation,
commencing July 5, which he will
spend at his old home in Illinois.
Seventeen precincts in Maricopa
county voted on local option on Wednesday of this week. The vqte cast
was 256 for prohibition and 87 votes

d

'
gainst.
J. B. Glrand, the civil engineer, formerly of Williams, but now a resident
of Prescott, was here. He expects to
obtain a contract tor the survey of a
portion of the foreBt reserve.
James R. Kathrens is recovering
from the operation recently performed
on him by Dr. P. O. Cornish in Albu

Good Fruit Crop Guhey to Build A
big wool ivfarKet i ransrer
of Troops.
From the Argus.
The country districts report a good
fruit crop this year.
G. It. BauerLach. T. J. O'Kelly and
Freeman Stewart wire up from Win-Elo-

n

Mrs. J. L. Fish went, up to Concho to
see her lather, E. Cheney, who is quite

sick.

the
Louie Guhey has commenced
erection of an adobe building on the
sit where the Argus office stood. The
building will be 25x30, one story, with
l.aac-ment-

.

J. L. Clark, who has been in the employ of F. J. Wattron as clerk for
his position this
rone time,
week, nnd has hied himself to the hills
on a prospecting tour.
Will Scorse, who hns been clerking
for his uncle, H. H.. ior some time, expects to leave next week for Alberta,
Can., where he will go into the stock
buEiccss in company with his brother,
James.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Commons. Mrs.
ret-lsne-

Dandridge and Miss Quinois, of Keams
Canyon, left for San Francisco. Mr.
Ewing. who drove them down, has returned to the c anyon.
Holbrook is sustaining her reputation as a shipping point for wool and
stock. There has up to this time been
cars of wool, amountbhipped forty-fiving to about 2.miii,i'mi pounds, besides
train k'aus of stock.
a lively day for
Tuesday was
Holbrook on account of the transfer-inof troops. Two troops of the Fifth
cavalry, under command of Captain
Winder, lc for the Philippines, and
twe troop of the Third cavaliy. en
route from the lslandd to Ft. Apache,
under command of Captain Hcdckii'i.
e

g

Acker's Blood Ehxer positively cures
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofulous affections. At all times a match-lensystem tonic purifier. Money re50c
funded If you are not satisfied.
and $1. J. II. O'Keilly & Co. and B. H.

s

Brigpg

& Co.

t

querque, and he will probably be home
next week. The disease from which
Mr. Kathrens suffered was similar to
that irora wnich King Edward Is suf.
fering.
County School Superintendent Lay-tohas been notified that there is in
the county school fund, subject to apportionment, tue sum of $3,355.15,
which he has apportioned to the several districts ns follows: Flagstaff,
$1.(16.05: Williams. $!I97.31; Tuba,
$138.52: Fredonla. $443.7.
Sheriff Johnson received a telegram
from Sheriff Munds, of Yavapai county that Dell Jones had beer arrested
in Naco and would be brought to Prescott. Deputy Walker left for Prescott
and will nring Jones back.
Charles Canull. of the long distance
telephone line, is in town this week
making arrangements to connect a
number of business houses with the
long distance. It Is his Intention to extend tne line from Williams rti Ash
Fork, where he will connect with the
telephone lines to Prescott, Jerome,
Phoenix and other southern Arizona
towns.
A number of forest fires have occurred during the week. The fires for
the moist part have been in tue sections from which the timber has been
cut, among the waste portions of the
trees. The high whuld prevalent dur
ing the week have caused the tires to
spread rapidly and there is no means
of stopping Hum when once under
headway.
The Arizona Lumber L Timber company, togttner with the town council
have decided to connect the Flagstaff
ami Suowslhie springs with the Flagstaff water workB system. The springs
are located S.mio feet from the head of
the sjbtem and wh.n connected will
double the supply of water nuw received in the reservoir. A force of
men under the direction of E. T.
are now at work on the line
and it is expected the work will be
completed in thirty days.

-
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KINGMAN.
Two New Elks Water Tank Collapsed
New Telephone Line Eject-

ment Suit.

From the Miner.
Fruits from the noarl.y laches ;ire
now twins brought to town. Uwiug to
the heavy inr.s of last month the crop
of apricots and peaches will be quite
light.
S. H. Black and A. J. Frye, of SearchMr. Black
light, are in Kingman.
conies to enjoy a night of Elk lan hilarity at the expense of Mr. Frye and six
more deluded mortals who were
passed through the torture chaniler of

the Elks and learned the mysteries
and wisdom of their sages Wednesday
night.

Probate Judge

N. G.

l.ayton tendered

his resignation as prol ate judge ami
county superintendent of schools.
Judge Layton has been appointed terpublic
of
ritorial superintendent
judge
schools by (.overnor lirodie.
has been probate Judge of this
city four terms, arid by virtue of that
office county superintendent of public
schools, and has filled lioth offices with
ability and to the satisfaction of the
public, being a careful and painstaking
official. There were two applicants
who had tiled petitions. Frank C. Iteid
and A. J. McKay. Recorder Hibben
and Treasurer Hoxworth cast their
votes for Mr. Reid, and he was chosen
to till the unexpired term of nrobate
judge and county school superintendent.

Bronchitis for Twenty Years.
Mrs. Minerva Smith, of Danville.
"I had bronchitis for twenty
the Washington Life Insurance company, was a caller at this years and never got relief until I used
office. At. Medler is acquainted with Foley's Honey and Tar which is u sure
a number of our people and the meet- cure." Aivarado Pharmacy.
ing with them was a pleasant surprise
Let ua Usui on your plumbing, Alto him. He is a pleasant gentleman
buqueraue
Hardware company.
people
of
we
him
to
commend
the
"t
C. W. Medler, of Albuquerque,

repre-KMitiu-

g

es:

-

Thom-asvill-

cure dyspepsia ana all disorders arising from indigestion. Endorsed by phy.
stcians every where. Sold by air druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
11. Honkpackage free by writing to
er & Co., Buffalo, N. V. J. H. O RIelly
& CO., and B. H. Brlgga & Co.

e,

usually numerous.
Street Car Arrangements.
The management of the stieet railway company deserves commendation
for the manner in which tne ciowds
were handled yesterday. All tlnoush
tho day there was a steady How of people to Old Town but the company provided ample facilities for all. in the
evening and until after 1 o'clock
there was a great crowd going over.
As the crowd increased the number of
cars was increased, so that no one was
inconvenienced.
Sale of Fireworks.
Dcaltvs in fireworks say the sales
this year were better than for years
and the stocks were almost entirely
cleaned out.
Everybody Invited and expected to
attend grand free lunch at the Zeiger
Cafe tonight.
o
A social dance will be given to the
public at Orchestrion hall tonight by
Prof. Devine and Mrs. Rose Berry,
o
. A fine free lunch at the White Elephant resort tonight.
t
New England bakery makes a specialty of delivering family ice cream
orders. Phone 556.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.
25

cents.

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Superintendent

THE DELEGATION.
to Silver City

And They Are
Having Fun.

Both 'Phones in Our

Office

HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES
Are kept down when dealing here. Our

store, our stock, our variety and quality of meats offer you the very best the
market affords for the money. Despite
trusts and combinations, our prices remain low, and nothing whatever Is
misrepresented. We are selling choice
cuts of roasting beef and prime mutton
and lamb, also veal, poultry, and pork
at prices that can't be met by any other shop in the territory. Call and te
convinced.

Wm. Farr,

Was Acquitted.
J. W, Ward, who was arrested on tue
charge of petit larceny, was discharged on his hearing before Judge
Bor-cher-

t.

Ward formerly had a livery stable at Third and Gold.
No dinner table is complete without
New England bakery bread.
A lunch, fit for roy&lty, will be
served by Quickel & Bothe at Zelger's
Cafe tonight. Everything eatable free.
Bring in your tinware and have it
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com-

Brockmeier & Cox,

I

3

Attend a specially prepared free
lunch at the White Elephant tonight.
Everybody invited.
o
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.

Ij n8 Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

OCOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOCXX

George B. Williams,

CLASSIFIED ADS.

DRUGGIST.

Note
All classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for

117 West Railroad Avenue

any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT New four room American
style adobe, screened porth and windows, rear shops, rent 8; also new
four room frame cottage. 4f3 north
Arno street, rent $10. A. Fleisher,
215 South Second street.
FOR RENT Large furnished rooms
over the postofflce, $10 a month.
FOR RENT Airy, comfortable rooms
at Casa de Oro, with hoard. Call at
613 West Gold avenue.

Twenty years experience in prescription trade.
Refer to Albuquerque physicians generally.

458,

Automatic 'Phone

Col. 'Phone

&BORR7DAILE

Telephone line between
Thornton, N. M., and Bland, N. M.
T. E. Gargan, manager, 207 South
Second street.
FOR SALE New bicycles, run 150
miles, coaster brake, Acme cyclometer, $15; 113 East Lead avenue.
FOR SALE A good livery outfit very
cheap; a chance for a man with
small means to go Into business;
have other business to look after
and must sell. For further informa
tion apply to John F. Williams,

11 1!

Mattresses,
Springs,
New and Second
Household Goods

KJrrtr--

Iron Beds All

i-

trees; good pure water from a sixty
foot well; good adobe residence and
outhouses. For particulars inquire
at The Citizen office.
FOR SALE Stove wood, any length,
410 pounds for $1; cord wood, one
'ord, $4.50. Call on or address G.

general manager.
Gents' good second hand
clothing, shoes and hats, 315 South
First street. Call or address R. J

16-1-

WANTED

Five young men from Ber

v"v

117
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Easy Payments.

"

"

-

T

.

-

e

Albuquerque N. AL
New and Second
ijj Hand Goods.

Gold Avenue

House Furnishings,
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DO YOU KNOW YOU CAN HAVE A
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BUGGY AND HARNESS
JUST CALL ON US AND SEE HOW VERY LOW
? HAVE AND ON WHAT EASlf TERMS YOU CAN BUY

J.

"PC
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PRICES

WE

albuquerque.
NEW MEXICO.
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S. MICHAEL
Trade Tricks.
saying that there ar.
The
Dealer

0

ooooooooooooooooooo
O
Concerning

O

O
O

O.

O
O
.

0
O
O

0
0
0
0
0
0

old
O
"tricks in all trades" has outlived O

truthfulness, If there ever was
any truth in It. This store does
not countenance tricks of any
sort to catch the unwary. The
plain, simple rolicy of buying
good merchandise and selling It
at a just profit is what has gained
for us the public confidence. What
you read in our "ads" you can
tie to. People with money to
spend naturally go to the safe
tiading place. Golden Rule Dry
Us

O
O
O
O
O

in--

Fine

Watches,

Fine Jewelry.

FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
Repairing done promptly and

by

0 skilled workmen.
0 325 South Second Street.
0
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
0
O BADARACCO'S SUMMER GARDEN
0
Just North of the City Limits.
0

nallllo county at once to prepare for
positions In the government service,
Goods Co.
Apply to
Corres. Inst.,
O00000O00 o
Cedar Rapids, la.
WANTED To buy or rent a second
We make the best door and window
hand tire proof safe. Address M
screens. They are far supeilor to any
this office.
made In the east at the same price.
Albuqaerque Planing Mill company, A.
MISCELLANEOUS.
T. Telephone No. 463.
LOST A pair of nose glasses. Return
o
Demlng water and pure ozone make
to 115 Railroad avenue.
CASH PAID for distributing samples. strong and healthy people.
.
o
Send stamp. American Distributer,
Kansas City, Mo.
Statehood cigars, two (or 25 cents.
Inter-Stat-

00

Household Goods on

WANTED

Sweeney.
At otiee, a girl for cooking
WANTE1
and general housework. Call at 516
West Tijeras avenue.
trustworthy person in
WANTED
each county to manage business, old
established bouse, solid financial
standing; straight bona fide weekly
cash salary $18 paid by check each
Wednesday, with all expenses direct
from headquarters; money advanced
for expenses. Manager, 379 Claxton
Building. Chicago.
16, 21, 23

Sizes-$3.-

Up.

35.

WANTED At once 250 teams to work
on the Santa Fe Central railroad
Apply at company's general offices
Santa Fe, or to chief engineer nt
Kennedy's station. W. S. Hopewell,

'5

Tinware,
Art Squares,

?

Cer-rlllo-

N. M.
FOR SALE A forty acre ranch near
railroad; 20 acres in fruit trees and
vines - 400 Fhade and ornamental

WANTED

& CO.

Furniture,
Crockery,
Graniteware,

FOR SALE.

Ribera, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Several beai'tiiul homes
and city lots. These are bargains
and must be seen to ta appreciated.
No trouble to show property. See
Jno. w. McQuade.

63.

OCXXXXXXOCXXXXXDCXXXXXXOCXX

FOR SALE

28. 30.

i

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

pany.

N,.

North Second Street.

201-21- 1

The Albuquerque lks were started
safely to Silver City Thursday night.
The train was late but the time was
joyfully spent, as many who did not
go to Silver City went as far as tne
station. "Spot" Moore, In his suit of
yellow, struck terror to the hearts of
tourists on the Aivarado veranda. A
lai'ge stock of fire crackers, Are works
and other things. was purchased and
It was a royal celebration that was Indulged in. A number of poems were
recited and Sheriff Hubbell delivered
a touching lecture to his ball team.
Those who left were S. Luna, J. o.
Sheridan. Mike Mandell. F. A. Htt'bell,
J. H. O RIelly. G. F. Albright, T. S.
Hughes,
"Spot"
Thomas
Hubbell.
Moore, D. J. Abel. Mel Summers, A. A.
Keen, R. W. D. Bryan. Tony Ortiz

WANTED.
Two or three good plaster
ers at once. Call or address Wm
Coulodon, this city.
WA.sTED A position by young man
of 25: experienced mercantile clerk;
speaks both English and Spanish
fluently; will not object going out of
city. Address "W, Citizen office.
WANTED To sell or exchange first
class standard make square piano,
Would consider trade for horse and
buggv. Address M., Citizen office,
WANTED A first class waiter. Rico
fireworks were given and some were
Cafe.
quite elaborate. In every direction WANTED Woman for general house
rockets and Roman candles were seen , work". Matthews Dairy, Bell 'phone
shooting nigh in the air and now and
35.
then a balloon rose and sailed away. WANTED Two good dairy hands, at
Matthews' Jersey dairy. Cell 'phone
The private displays were more than

Statehood cigars, two for

Undertakers and Embalmers

.

Of Elks

STRONG & SONS,

o

display

4

HOLBROOK.

The Old Town outdid Itself in decorations. Streamers were hung across
the streets and flagB were everywhere.
The stand in the plaza was covered
with bunting and on a large easel was
a picture of George Washington.
The following private residences In
Old Albuquerque were gay with flags
and bunting: On the plaza: Mrs. C.
G. de Armljo. H. Blueher, G. Stackie.
J. Borradalle and J. Romero. On Main
street: J. W. Hall. H. R. Whiting. C.
D Murphy, Juan Anaya, Sv Crollott
and Pedro Martin; and on Railroad
avenue those of Nestor Montoya,
O'Bannon and Mrs. M. C. Brown.
The hall of the Mutual Protection association and Orchestrion hall and all
business having honored the day bv
profuse display of the national colors
only the court house stood in Its
massiveness without a sign about it in
honor of the country's natal day. The
lack of decoration of the building gave
on impetus to the petition to the commissioners to have a flag staff put on
the building and buy a flag. It was a
great day for Old Albuquerque
and
the celebration was a royal one. The
crowd was wonderfully well behaved
and enjoyed itself.
The Only Fire.
The only fire of the day Wuo shortly
belore noon. The words of caution
from the city authorities were heeded
and notwithstanmng the excessive
dryness of everything, there was not a
serious Are. A spark fell on the table
of fireworks standing in front of the
store of S. E. Newcomer and one of
the greatest displays of fireworks seen
Rockets, pin
immediately followed.
wheels, Roman candles, firecrackers
Mr.
Joined in promptly exploding.
Newcomer, with great nerve, seized
the table and dragged it away from
the building and into the street. In so
doing his hands were painfully burned.
When the fire department reached the
scene the show was over with no damage other than the loss of stock.
Aivarado Fireworks.
The most elaborate display of fireworks on this side was that provided
by L. Fred Klooz, manager bT ftie AiThe broad
varado, for his guests.
verandas were filled with the guests
of the house and many from the city,
while all around the yard were great
crowds who witnessed the display.
In tho middle of the yard Mr. Klooz
and his assistants worked like Trojans
for over an hour giving a pretty
of all fireworks effects. ..Mr. K!??3 baa the happy .faculty or"
Keeping his guests entertained and he
has made a host of friends both among
the traveling public and in Albuquerque. He is a hotel an or experience
and the results of that experience are
seen in hi3 admirable management of
the Aivarado. He began in U87 as
steward of the Masury hotel at
Ga., and the next year went to
Old Congress hall at Atlantic City, N.
J.. In the same capacity. For two years
he was connected with the Lafayette
hotel, the leading hotel of Philadelphia. From The Lafayette he went to
Louisville, Ky., and opened the new
union station. In the fall of lfciCJ he
embarked in business for himself and
opened a hotel at Pewee Valley, a
town seventeen miles from Louisville,
where the widow of General Lawton
now Uvea. During this same time he
opened the club house of the Kenton
club. In the spring of 18'J4 he took
charge of French Lick Spiings, Ind.,
and made a great success. Alter leaving there the Pendennis club of Louisville secured his services and he remained with that organization for
seven years. It was while there that
him
Ford' Harvey wrote and asked
how he would like to associate himself
with the Harvey system. He accepted
and took charge of the Aivarado on
March 25 last. Mr. Klooz has worked
hard to bring it to Its present state of
perfection and in reply to a question
said: "I am more than satisfied with
the Harvey system and I have done as
welt as I know how to make the hotel
success.
Private Fireworks.
All over the city last evening private
Pro-copl-

a
FLAGSTAFF.

ncoordlnfily.
Mrs. F. W. Nelson left for Ashtabula, Ohio, where she will spend the
summer with Mr. Nelson's mother.
A farewelLreception was given L. E.
King and wife. Mr. and Mrs. King
have ' ene residents of Wlnslow for
several years, and many friends turned
and prosout to bid them
perity in their new home. They expect
to make their future home in Douglas,
Arlz. and left for there the other day.
What's the secret of happy, vigorous
health? Simply keeping the bowels,
the stomach, the liver and kidneys
strong and active, Burdock Blood Bitters does It.
God-spee-

close.

camps.

0. W.

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

ture. New Mexico one of the greatest
stales In the union. He closed with a
tribute to the flag and an exhortation
to all to be Arm and steadfast in thetr
patriotism.
On the conclusion of Mr. Mlera's address, led by the children and the
band, the entire audience sang "America" and thus closed the program.
A fine display of fireworks followed
and then the people went to the Mutual Protection Benevolent association
and Orchestrion halls, In each of which
dances were given. Dancing was continued until an early hour this morning and thus was the day brought to a

6,oixi-gallo-

d

ACKER'S

(Concluded from page one.)

the county, who may desire Insurance
In a reputable company.
Lafit Wednesday afternoon the water tower on which was a
tank filled with water, at the residence
of Delphine Whitney, in the west part
of town, collapsed and destroyed loth
tank and tower. In the lower part of
the tower a chicken house was built
and all the chickens In the house at
the time were killed. The loss is estimated at several hundred dollars.
The telephone line now being built
to Needles by way of Gold Road and
other mining camps In the San Francisco mining district, reached De
Nure's place at Little Meadows Wednesday last. The line will be strung
into Gold Road by tonight. A telephone line to the i .g gold camp of the
county will be quite a convenience to
to people of Kingman and the mining

ST. JOHNS.

5 1902

0000000000

Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and cigars and Ice
cold bottled beer. Ball and concert
every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley

free to visitors. Lunches served. Garden has swings and nice shade trees.
Everybody Invited and good order preserved.
Ruppe's drug store open all Bight,
every night
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CHRONOLOGY OF KING EDWARD,

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Builders' and General Hardware

it- -

TENTS

j

5

WALL
WEDGE

m

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

-

remaining there a year.
General of British army, 1862.
Made a tour of the Holy Land In 1862.
Married Princess Alexandra of Denmark March 10, 1863.
Officiated at the opening of the Sues canal In 1869.
Grand Master of British Masons, 1874.
Visited Egypt and India, 1875.
Field Marshal, iio.
Visited Ireland, 1885.
.
1894.
Attended wedulneof czar's dauehter at St. Petersburg.
" Won the Derby with Persimmon, 1896.
Grand Master of the Bath, 1897.
Represented the queen at naval review of jubilee, 197.
L.ue auempiea in urusBeis Apru , oy an anarcnisi, wno nred two
shots at him.
Took the title of Edward VII. king of the United Kingdom of Great
coun- Britain and Ireland and emperor of India at a meeting of the
cil on January 23, 1901, the day after his mother's death. At 4 o'clock of
the same day the Lords and Commons took the oath of allegiance to toe
new sovereign.
Proclaimed kins: throuehout his realm January 24. 1901.
. Opened u.s first Parliament in person February 14, 1901.
1861,

,

ALBUQUERQUE PLANlNGMILLCu
Manufacturer

,

of

Ant-il-

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to or- der. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 SOUTH FIR5T STREET.
KS.it,.

, .

.

DECORATIVE
EFFECT

$

Is a most important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch-es- ,
pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in Jewelry of

Congregational church, east end of
the viaduct Preaching at 11 o'clock
by Rev. Mary J. Borden, subject, "Service." In the evening Prof. George L.
Patterson will speak on the subject
"Going More Than Half Way." MisB
Grace Houghton will sing. Services
begin at 8 o'clock. Sunday school at

T. Y. MAYNARD,
5

Hft
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Plumbing and Heating.
,

Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.

"

206 West Goid'Avenue,

9:43.
Lead avenue Methodist church, corner of Lead avenue and Third street
The pastor, Rev. C. A. Blinker, will
preach morning and evening: Morning
subject, "The Home Training of
evening subject, "The Fundamental Principles of an Ideal State," a
sermon on Christian socialism.
Sunday school at 9:45. Epworth league at
7 p. m. Good music; all welcome.
St. John's Episcopal church 10 a.
m., Sunday school; 11 a. m.. morning
service, holy communion and sermon,
subject, "The Roll Call of Dead Nations and What Slew Them;" 8 p. m..
Chil-dren-

T-

Albuquerque,

N

M.

oooocoooooeoeooooooo

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTiaE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOM5

;"

evening prayer and sermon, subject,
"The Bible. What Is It?" (continued.)
Mr. Renison Is delivering a special
course of sermons on the apocalypse
at the morning services, and the Bible
In the evening.
These subjects are ot
very great Interest. All are invited.
Highland Methodist church. South
Arno street, M. Hodgson, pastor Sunday echool at 10 a. m.; Epworth league
at 7 p. m.; preaching by the pastor at
11 a. m. and 8 p. m. Oood singing and
bright, helpful services. A welcome
for all. Bring a friend with you. Lord's
supper at morning service.
Lutheran church. 312 North Thlru
street, Rev. R. Rlchter Sunday school
from 10 to 11 o'clock a. m.; German
service 11 o'clock a. m.; English service,

FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
v
Finest and Best Imported and Oomestlc Cigars

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING
Headquarter

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket and
rurniinmg uooos.

Carpet Characteristics
May enhance or lessen the
beauty of a room. Those rich
patterns, produced In many but
delicately harmonised colorings,
those real works of art for the
floor, shown In our display of
the best productions of the year,
are the wonder of all who see
them. These patterns come In
every material, at prices that
are easy grounders.
Ingrain carpets, 25 cents per
yard and upwards.
Brussels carpets, 60 cents per
yard and upwards.
Velvet carpets, 90 cents per
yard and upwards.
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Men Don't Lie When

They Are Dying.

How do brave men die?

&

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

CONSUriPTION

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Grain
and Provisions.

Co., and

and John Hendon, who signed
his letter "Your boy and friend," wrote
"Tell all the friends to meet me in
heaven."
Men don't He when they are dying.
They don't stop to puzzle over theological questions or Biblical errors when
they are gasping for breath.
No sermon that was ever preached
told more of the sustaining power of
religion than do those letters from the
men who in life were patient, average
human beings, and in death sublime.

?f

Carries th Largtt
and float Estanalvs
Stock el

Staple Groceries

fpaclalty .

Car lott

foaad aouthwert.

FARH AND FREIQHT WAOONS.

son

U

'

"OLD RELIABLE'

the most dreaded and deadly of all diseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
king of all cough cures." Cures coughs
and colds In a day 25 cents. Your
money back if dissatisfied. Write for
free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. 11. O Rlelly
B. H. Brlggs & Co.

3
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Heid his first court in Buckingham palace March 14, 1902.

PLACES OF WORSHIP.

the finest make.

Jt-

FABEM

10, 1901.

j

JEWELER.
Wnfih Inawtnr A T
and S. F. P. Railroads.

ALBERT

Saxe-Cobur-

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
HINERS

jj

Age today, 60 years, 7 months, 16 days.
in Buckingham palace, London, November 9, 1841, m the fifth
year of his mother's reign.
2
Second child and first eon of Alexanurlna Victoria, queen of England, 5
g
and the prince consort, Albert of
and Goiha.
C
Created prince of Wales and earl of Chester December 4. 1841.
Baptized in St. George's chapel, Windsor castle, January 24, 1842, as
Albert Edward, the first name being that of his father, the second that of
his grandfather, the duke of Kent, king of Prussia, his sponsor.
Education for the six years following conducted by Lady Lyttleton,
Bister of Mrs. William Ewart Gladstone.
Visited Ireland for the first time in 1849.
Attained his 18th year November 9, 185S, and so became legal heir to
the crown, receiving on that day a letter from his mother announcing
his emancipation from parental control.
llprnmil rnlnnpl In tha arm v anH ronfifvpri the nrriar rtt iha P..rto. sin
the same day.
Z
Visited the United States and Canada In 18G0.
Became an undergraduate member of Trinity college, Cambridge, in

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

I

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
tV

nppn;TTnRV

s

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To- peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
$500,000.00
Authorized Capital
$200,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

LOVE AND HISTORY.

Roses shed their petals
Countless Junes ago.

And thoBo dead Decembers
Brought their snow.

?

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Weary eyes were covered
With their patient lids,
By the yet unbuilded
Pyramids.

president ;,M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- A B. McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds, - -- - -- - S. Raynolds,

Joshua

Life and death, like sweethearts.

Hand

In

hand.

Then, as now, stole over
Sea and land.
LoverB kissed and quarreled.
Eyes Were moist and blue,
In the Midian meadows
Moses knew.

FOUND A HOME

'

!

S. VANN&SON,

Cheeks were wet with weeping,

What are the thoughts that fill their
Brows were hot with fire,
minds US they' pass from this 'world inEre the hand of Homer
to the next?
Swept the lyre,
o0O?Joacocooooecttooceoo
The- answer Is found in the messages
from a tomb printed in The Kentucky
And this masque of midnight,
Post recently.
And the moon's white face.
The graphic Ftory from Coalcreek,
Loosed on Nile and Jordan,
Tenn., where 227 lives went out In a
Thebes and Trace.
mine disaster, equalled in dramatic intensity and religious fervor the subMust the mint be new, dear,
lime passing of Wm. McKlnley.
If the coin is gold?
Down In a corner of a coal mine,
Though youth dies, Love never
Native and Chicago Lumber.
deep in the bowels of the earth, pennWaxes oiu.
Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the'snug amount of 10,000
ed In, beyond all possibility of rescue,
was a little band of miners.
Sherwin-WilliaBuilding Paper ALWAYS inTACK.
pounds. We wish to double that in 1902, and in order to do so we are
History means this morning,
situaimagine
more
you
awful
a
Can
now;
and
Greece
is
here
very
!
offering tho
BLINDS,
PLASTKK
best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
Covers More Looks Best Wears Long-e- 8ASH, UOOK&.
tion, a more chilling, heart clutching
Let lis drain Time's beaker
Mont Economical
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Fall Measure LIME, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kto
scene, with hours and even minutes
I and Thou!
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
numbered?
First Street and Lend Avenue, Albuquerque.
The one great thought In the minds
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
thy Hps to mine, dear,
Press
of thcEe dying men who were gasping
Thus, and thus, and thus;
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
for God's pure air was of home and
Space
and time shall perish,
Everyone
we
very
As to teas.
keep the
knows that
best to be had
loved ones, of mothers, sisters, chilSlain by us.
in the territory.
dren, who were soon to be robbed of
their protectors.
All the lands of wonder
And these brave men set them down
tears of pain and bliss,
light
trembling
of
their
dim,
and in the
We will taste together
SAMPLE AND CLDB ROOM,
214 W. Railroad Ave
mespitiful
candles, ecrawled their
In that kiss!
by
sages to those bound to them
ties
Frederic L. Knowles.
Finest
of blood. They were literally mesWhkkies,
sages
dead, voices from the
from
JOSEPH IiAKNETT, Prop.
the
Stage
Line.
Johnston's
Brandies,
UX2OO0OOCOOCCOOOOCOCO
tcmb, and there are tears in every line
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
morning
Tuesday
etc.
Wines,
every
Will
leave
nnJ foitow almost glorified in every ror the Jemez Hot springs anil
rctuii
word.
regular trip a
And the messages were love. The on Thursdays. One
trips when ordered.
great hearts throbbed with it. The week and extra Sturges
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 29
European Ho- Automatic 'Phone No.. 516.
men who spoke of themselves as we Leave orders at
T.
JOHNSTON
No. 115.
tel.
Telephone
Bell
JA.
sieak of the dead poured out tender(Incorporated)
ness. "Take care of the children,"
Messrs. Quick & Bothe. proprietors
said one; "My little Eddie, good bye," of the Zeiger Cafe, extend a cordial inwrote another; "Raise the children the vitation to their many friends to at
best you can," wrote another, and one tend the grand free lunch at their pop
was addressed to "My darling mother ular resort tonight. The chef of the esMid sister," and said "Tell fi lends not tablishment says the spread wi'l be
to worry over me."
ready about 8:30 p. m.
Wool, Hides,
Not a word of complaint, not a syllarough, unculturble of fear from
Keep Cool!
ed heroes of the mines.
Wear the right kind of underwear
We handle
Don't you see howapproaching death such as we sell for !oc a .id J100 per
K. C. Baking Powder,
wipes out everything except hope and suit. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avelove. Quarrels are forgotten, jealous- nue Clothier.
Navajo Blankets,
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
ies perish and hatred dis, and there is
Curtice Canned Goods,
This evening, at the White Elephant,
left the supreme desire to kiss tho lips
Colorado Lard and Meats.
or' dear ones once more and to express a fine free lunch will be served, to
the affection that leaves the heart as which everybody cordially invited to
partake. The White Elephant is one
It ceases to beat.
jAT BtND,K
Houses at
of the city's nicest resorts.
But there is more.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
You will not find much religion in a
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
Pernlng has now a large ice plant
r
VEGAS, N. M., AND GLCR
mining camp. It Is a rough life. Men
consystem
light
under
and
electric
BEARRUP
BROS. & CO
I ETA, N. M.
don't study the future much.
Toil, bitter, hard toil, that bends tract
backs and hastens old age, makes men
Zeiger's Cafe free lunch tonight.
wirk for the body and forget the soul. Everybody invited.
But at the end something sustained
A
New England bakery ice cream parthose doomed men. No human being
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
could pen the letters that were found lor open all day Sunday.
on their bodies without a sustaining
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
power. Dying, they believed In God
Water Consumers.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF
and in future life. They believed withWater tax is due, payable between
understanding,
was
out
and
belief
that
HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
1st
and
under5th
office
of
at
of
month,
fchaftlngs.
asn
Castings;
B
Ore,
Coal
Cars;
and Lumber
Irou and
Poller
greater than physical courage.
signed.
a'
a
1
i. o
i
i
tti:
Grade .liars, Babbit Metal; Olumns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
"God be with you," wrote Sect Chapwurs uuuo niiu1 Bausiacuon
WATER SUPPLY CO.
guaranteed
6 riibi-tJiiBman. "I'll meet you in heaven," wrote
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
Q
Please write ua for prices.
J. L. Vowell. "Meet me in heaven,"
Free lunch tonight at the White EleFOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALfUQUERQUF, N. K.
wrote James Brookes and George Hud- - phant.
(.
.

Jewelers and Opticians.
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JMALOY,

POSTOFFICE.

BALDRIDGE

J. C,

I

TO

ST. ELMO

GRDSS. KELLY&CQ,

1
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CLUB BUILDING.
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Wool

huquerqu e Foundry and Machine Works

.1...

Pullers and Tanners,
j
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instructions, and It was not very long
after he had started working, when he
found a large pocket of ore, from
v. Men he took
out several hundred
lollais' worth of ore, mostly being
sold. The pocket found by Young
vei man Is the same kind which bad
been found by Mr. Sugar several years
apo, it eing in red oxidized Iron, the
sold being leafiy and wiry, making
some very pretly specimens. The
strike was made in the TueVto mountains and only a short distance west
of the Old Timor mine. The Las Vegas
and Devtna Pastora mine are Joining
claims, and several years ago, while
the Monte Crlsto Mining company
was sinking an artesian well for water to placer with, ot a depth of 400
feet, some white quartz was struck
ny the drill, and Sam Wright, owner
of the Dlvina Tastora lode with
prospected the drillings and
he was surprised to find gold the size
of wheat grains, some of the gold
showing that it had been broken off a
lnrger pieces down the well. They
had been battered and broken up while
drilling. Immeliately after the find
was made, Mr. Wright notified Messrs.
Manzanai'os and Gothner of what he
had seen, and Immediately application
for a patent for the Divina Pastora
mine was made, an adverse claim was
tiled by the Las Vegas people, and the
two properties have been tied up in
the courts since. But now it looks as
though both companies would settle up
the disputed ground, and we may look
for some greater discoveries to be
made in both claims. The ore lately
found ,n the Las Vegas lode will undoubtedly show the mining world that
the ore exists in the new placer mining district and it only lacks the capital to open them up. The Argo Mining
company, which has been spending
several thousand dollars in developing
the Hazelton mine, where some very
rich ore also has been found, will now
put more development work on the
Las Vegas. Mr. Sugar is now having
the conflicting ground surveyed for
final settlement with the Dlvina Pastora company.
The Same Old Story.
J. A. Kelly relates an experience
similar to that which has happened in
almost every neighborhood in the United States and has been told and retold
He says:
by thousands of others.
"Last summer I had an attack of dysentery and purchased a bottle of Chamberlains Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, which I used according to directions and with entire satisfactory
results. The trouble was controlled
much quicker than former attacks
when I used other remedies." Mr.
Kelly is a well known citizen of Henderson, N. C. For sale by all druggists.
o
Tne Prevailing Fad.
For the occult, the mythical and me
astrological, has inspired a clever designer to utilize the idea by producing
a series of twelve unique and beautiful
designs for birthday pillows. Zodiacal
sign, the ruling planet, the gem to be
worn, the appropriate flower, the astral
colors and a jingling rhyme referring
thereto, all well arranged and tinted in
colors, ready to embroider. Price for
top and back, 65 cents, at the Economist.
c
Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
cases, telescopes, largest variety in
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry

will visit Las Vegas. "There seems to
be, as near as I can determine, among
various senators who know, an opinion
that the enabling act will be passed
some time during the next session,
Many of the strongest senators, who
what they are talking about, say
while the enabling act will be pass-- '
Monday morning. The campers will be ed
admitting the three territories, yet
gone several weeks.
they will not allow
territories
Dr. Smith wears the badge of the to come Into the union the
before the next
gun club this week. The score was presidential
election. There Is convery poor on account of the high wlnfl,
opposition among the senatsiderable
the winner making only fifteen birds ors, but I believe less in New Mexico
out of twenty. Miller, Quinley and than the other two territories. New
Dearth made only thirteen each. Mr. Mexico is regarded as safely republiRoss got fifteen.
can, but
Arizona there is some
Mrs. J. F. Gelner, who was formerly doubt, andabout
they want to be on the safe
Miss Cora Robinson, of this city, ar- side when
the election votes are countrived here Thursday from Preseott, ed."
Arlzon. and was met by her brother,
major's
throws one or
Fred, who accompanied her up to her twoThenew lightsInterview
on the question that
parents' home near Mora.
have not been noted before, as for inMiss Estelle Lewlnson. of Albuquerthe putting off of the territories
que, passed through here on Thursday stance
coming Into the union until after the
of
A
east.
number
bound for the
presidential election, and the probafriends here greeted her at the train. bilities of the senate committee
comwas
Greely,
here ing out here to see for themselves and
who
Miss Mamie
ago
a few months
for her health, died will materially assist the measure.
the first of this week at her home In
Newton, Kansas. She had many friends
Savea a Woman's Life.
In this city.
To have given up would have meant
C. L. Harris still continues on the death for Mrs. Lois Cragg, of Dorchessick list. He is confined to bed.
ter, Mass. For years she had endured
The fire department was called out untold misery from a severe lung trouWednesday evening to extinguish a ble and obstinate cough. "Often," she
little blaze in the rear of W. J.
writes, "I could scarcely breathe and
premises on Eighth street. sometimes could not speak. All docA coal shed caught fire in some un- tors and remedies failed till I used Dr.
known way, but the department soon King's New Discovery for Consumption
put the blaze out and little damage and was completely cured." Sufferers
was done. The west Bide company was from coughs, colds, throat and lung
not called out.
trouble need this grand remedy, for it
W. J. Fleming, of Chicago, father of never disappoints. Cure is guaranteed
George Fleming, of this city, arrived by all druggists. Price 50 cents and
here Thursday to visit with his son.
$1. Trial bottle free.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Spitz came in on
ITEMS FROM BERNALILLO.
Thursday,
No. 2 from Albuquerque
and will spend the summer at the
Merry Crowd Visit the Placltaa Hill s
Montezuma.
R. C. Westcott, the former trainmasPersonal Paragraphs.
ter at Raton, was Thursday presented Special Correspondence.
Bernalillo. July 3. A merry crowd
with a fine diamond ring by the trainmen as a mark of their esteem, iur. from Bernalillo spent June 29th in the
Westcott was popular with the boys hills above Placltas. The day chosen
and has accepted a position on the for the picnic was a pleasant one and
Denver & Rio Grande railroad as train- all enjoyed greatly the Invigorating

Notes from Correspondents
ELKS AT SILVER CITY.

They Were Met at Depot and Are

Hav-

ing a Fine Time.

Sppclal Correspondence.
diver City, N. M.. July 4. The dele,
gat'on of Albuquerque EIks arrived In
a f ,ieclal Pullman on this morning's
passenger train. They were
met at the depot by the Silver City
herd and have been busy since. They
were all arrayed In costumes from a
Mr fat Dutchman down and marched
frr.m the depot headed by a brass band
and were greatly cheered by the
crowds. They were joined at Demlng
by several El Taso Elks and together

thry made quite a delegation. Editor

Hughes says he Is too busy having a
pool time to send anything in as the
town Is wide open to all Albuquerque
Elk'. Little Joe Sheridan is still sober
at the present writing, as is also the
balr.'iee of them, but it is hard to sav
in v Viat condition they will find
by night. The local herd served
a brnquet to the visiting Elks at noon
toclry and an elegant spread was laid
out before them
A little life may be sacrificed to an
hour's delay. Cholera Infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea come suddenly. Only
sa'o plan is to have Dr. Fowler's
of Wild Strawberry always on
haud.
them-sclvo-

a

Funk-houser-

Ex-trr- rt

FOURTH AT VEGAS.

Appropriately Celebrated No Accidents Major Llewellyn Irter.
viewed.
Special Correspondence.
Las Vegas, July 4. The day we celebrate was most appropriately observed
in Las Vegas. The whole complement
of amusements' were on tap, and they
were enjoyed by a large number of
people, though there were hardly as
many people in from the country as we
looked for. The celebration commenced Thursday night, and the noise continued until late last night. The fun
was all In old town, except a fifty yard
foct :s.cs on Grand avenue on this side
between Jack Strausner and Max
a native from Mora. The native
won the $50 which was up on the race,

bounty.

Jacob Gross, wife, daughter and son,
Robert, came In last evening from ot.
Louis, and they will spend the summer

Lu-cer-

a large side bet besides. The native
beat the American by about a foot, it
beir.s a close and fast race.
Two bands of music kept up melody
all day at the plaza, and the
did a land office business. There
wer? several red lomonade stands
erected around the plaza, and all were
well patronized. The regular program
began at 2: 30, when the cavalry troop,
unmounted, made an attack on the Infant y company, who were using the
plaza stone wall as breastworks, and a
thrilling sham battle ensued. The infantry bad outposts at each of the entering streets and when the attack was
made, they fell back inside the wall,
the cavalry coming down with a yell
and on the run. The attack was repulsed, and after using up their ammunition the companies filed out to the
ball field to settle the winner of the
on the diamond.
battle
'
The foot, burro, sack, three legged
races next were run and furnished considerable amusement for the crowd.
The burro race, particularly, in which
there was a large entry, was very funny. The reporter started to get ae
names of the winners, but being unable "la Mexicana to sprechen" gave It
up as an Impossible job.
Later in the evening the E. Romero
Hose company made a practice run
and coupled on the hose preparatory
to sending water against time. They
did good work and are to be congratulated on their efficiency. A fine display of fireworks finished up the day
a day which on the whole was a grand
success.
Al Rogers, Jr., returned Thursday
evening from his trip to Ann Arbor.
He was gone a couple of weeks and
bad a splendid time, he said.
George Hunker returned from his
trip to "Mizzouri" Thursday evening,
where he renewed old friendships and
pi: Ted up Las Vegas' climate. Be it
alf-noted, he returned alone.
C. D. Black and mother returned
f;o:n Chicago Thursday evening and
will go to housekeeping in one of t.ie
new flats on Douglas avenue on their
completion. The trip seems to have
done the doctor good
Amelia Ortiz, of Mora, shot his fire
crackers here on the Fourth
The new machinery for the coal
mines at El Porvenir is about all in
place and the drill will be started next
week. The drill is built for a depth of
700 feet, but it is expected that coal
will be reached in a sufficient thickness to mine tong before that depth
is reached
Mrs. W. H. Jol-.- returned from her
extended visit to KanBas City and oth
or Kansas points on Thursday even
merry-ro-'roun-

d

--

--

at the springs.
F. H. Pierce returned last evening
from La Junta, where he went to meet
his wife's sister, Mrs. Donald Tyler,
and her son, of Owensboro, Ky. Mrs.
Tyler will spend the summer here.
Mrs. Tina G. Elston has filed suit
through her attorney. T. B. Milli", to
quiet title to some property on Main
avenue.
Hattle M. Reed, et al., are
made defendants in the case.
A native of this city who got full and
went over to the tenderloin district
Wednesday night, proceeded to wipe
his- feet on the lace curtains.
He is
sobering In Jail today and will get his
trial on Saturday.
-

Governor

Otero, Col. A. S. Gregg,

assistant manager of the El Paso &
Northeastern railroad, and Adjutant
General Whiteman were joined here
by Judge W. J. Mills and Captain Aus
ten and the crowd went to Raton
where the governor and Judge Mills
made the addresses on the Fourth.
W. V. Long and wife have returned
from Denver, where they attended he
International Sunday School conven
tion. They report a good time.
I. Kaiser, the merchant Who was
stricken last week, is able to be at his
store this morning. He is still very
feeble, however, and has but little use
of his right arm.
Major W, H. H. Llewellyn, district
attorney and one of New Mexico's
moBt prominent citizens and attorneys,
passed through Las Vegas last evening
on No. 7, en route to his home in i.as
Cruces from a few weeks sojourn m
Washington. Your correspondent found
him perusing a copy of a paper in the
Pullman and content with the world
after a good supper at the Castaneda,
and just ripe for a little quizzing as
to the statehood outlook In congress.
The major, who is the soul of geniality,

ABSTRACT8 OF TITLE TO BERNAl ILLO COUNTY REAL E8
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
Akin kiiki Dceinckifn

C
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Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Tele phone 222.
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Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies,
We carry a full stock of Manitou, Apollinaras and Hunyadl waters;
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Lemps' St. Louis
beer, and also for ML Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
be found the finest assortment of liquors In the city.

4 MiZltLl

DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS Or THE CITY.

G00D

NEW TELEPHONE 265.

No. 107 S.

939JC
B.

First SL, Albuquerque,

Q
N. M.
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RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.
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Leo and Milton Loeweiiberg, of t.
Joseph, Mo., are visiting the Freudenberg family.
I. Freudenberg wul leave Saturday
evening to spend a week on the Ellis
place in the mountains.
The Freudenberg and Bibo famlllies
and Miss Kraft wi.l Epend a month at
Placltas during the warm weather.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

t Unhealthy

lit-

replied, "Well. Mr. Rodey anfl myself tle homes there.
Friday will be kept by the small
appeared before the senate committee
last Saturday and made a talk of about boys of Bernalillo in the usual Fourth
one and a half hours. You know the of July style.
Mr. Bibo and wife will spend the
committee has been empowered to sii
Mrs. Weiss,
during the vacation, and it Is most Fourth In Albuquerque.
probable that Senator Beveridge and of San Francisco, will accompany
other members of the committee will them.
Leandro Silvia will be one of the mumake a tour of inspection in the three
territories, probably in September and sicians at Placltas tomorrow.
Louis Gross is enlarging his place.
Father Coudert went to Santa
SCIENTIFIC FEEDING
on Monday returning Wednesday.
Sanchez Lucero went to Sundia last
And Exercise Solves the Question.
Dr. H. L. Warner, in a recent issue week to bail alfalfa.
Joseph Bibo is building a warehouse
of the New York World says:
"Only a small percentage of the 28x150 feet for storing alfalfa and
American people have perfect diges- corn.
W. D. Kemp, the well known miner
tion and assimilation of food and the
elimination of the waste matters of of Sandia mountains, is in town today
the body. In the matter of food and buying supplies for his camp.
Mr. Thelin, of Albuquerque, Is in
exercise the whole problem of health
is contained, liy making these light, town today hiring herders for his sheep
ranches.
we can create perfect health.
ins:.
The mail from Bernalillo to liac!ta3
"Digestive disturbances are due eithThe Elks put the brand. on three-friskPedro Gurule. who
bucks last night. R. A. Valdez er to improper food or too much or too Is carried now by
succeeded Juan A. Perez.
and Reyes Romero, of Mora, and A. U. little proper food. With proper food
Stanton, of this city. The boys had a taken in reasonable amounts, the ImGOLDEN DISTRICT.
fine evening's entertainment out of ...e perfect actions of the various processinitiation and put away a good lunch es are corrected.
Interesting Mining Notes From a Good
"This is not a fad but a fact estabCamp Just Above This City,
besides.
patholoof
Special Correspondence.
The Fourth on the whole wan p:ac- lished by the researches
The action
tlrAlK- frr from nf l(i nta A runaway cists and bacteriologists.
Golden. July 4. Col. II. S. Farley, of
of a team whieh ha-- been unhitched on of foods on the digestive and asslmila the Interstate Mining company, left
live organs is known exactly. The r
Douglas avenue mud? a little ixclt
this morning for Albuquerque.
r.ult to the blood and through It to the
L. D. lngar, general manager of the
There we
ment, but hurt no
Argo Mining company, arrived from
plenty of burned fingers, but to far whole system Is certain and definite
The most highly nutritive food now New York city, where he has l een for
nothing serious lias lx-- t n repoited.
It I mx weeks.
Albert Keen and family tp-- nt the.i" manufactured is Grape Nuts.
grain
Messrs. Conner and Bonetto have
celebrating by a quiet picnic In ihc made from certain parts of theprocess
and put through a mechanical
started doing some assessment work
mountains.
The foot ra;-- t'.iat waj to have tak- whereby the starches are changed t in the' Montreal tunnel. Ore lately
en placo between Pierce Murphy and grape sugar and the phovphates of the found Is rich enough to mill and sevretained and thus supply the
tons will be taken out and milled.
James Wlllia.ns this afternoon was cereals
T. L. Hall and Ixfinck O Conors, of
oalled off last night by Pierce forfeit- necessary nourishment and vitality to
centers.
nerve
body,
and
brain
the McKinley mine, have been at work
Pierce said h" the
ing the $10 deposit.
In its predigested form Grape Nut( in the mine and another mill run will
"dor :' himself up piactlelng" and coulj
renstomach,
but
does not overtax the
be taken out, and treated at Golden.
not it'i today.
sufficient assistance to the diges The vein is showing some very nice
J. 1). Hughes, of the Santa Fe New ders organs
to permit of the easy a? free gold ore.
Mexican, passed through here Thurs- tive
of other foods.
A very rich strike was made in the
day en i ' iite home from Washington. similation
Thoroughly cooked at ths factory
Las Vegas mine, owned by the Argo
He thirii; the passage of the statehood
experts brings Grape Nuts from Mining company, by louug Silverman
positive at the next session of
mean
the grocer to you ready to serve with of New York city, about six weeks ago.
congress.
manager of the
Miss Minnie Detterick left yesterday the addition of cream, and its crisp Mr. SuKtr. general
with the delicate sweet of the Argo Mining company, went to Mil
for a few days visit in the territorial taste,
of the
capital and while there will attend the grape sugar, makes it pleasing to the waukee to attend the meeting he
put
company.
When he Kit here
palate of the most critic al epicure.
wedding.
Whee
There are scientific facts which can Young Silverman to do some work in
Mrs. Charles Robblns and family will be'proven
anyone and a trial of ten the Las Vegas mine, where Mr. Sugar
leave the first of the week for a two days or twobyweeks
will show what you had several times found some free
a
ranch.
Blake
stay
at
weeks'
gold ore. and being satisfied that a
Mr and Mrs. Charles Stewart, Mr can do on scientific feeding.
package
recipe
book
in
the
larger deposit of the mineral would be
The
Hope
will
Miss
and
Mrs.
Burch
and
servways
many
of
delightful
found by driving the tunnel aneau
shows
party
camping
up
that
Jolly
a
make
Young Silverman followed Mr. Sugar's
will start for an outing above Mora on ing the food.
y
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NEWBRO'S

HERPICIDE
Destroys those parasitic germs;
and it Is the only hair preparation
that does. 'Destroy the cause,
you remove the effect."
rOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS.
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to
BELEN, N. M.
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

j

-- -

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Man-xanare- s,

te

They have already rented pleasant

1888.)

(ESTABLISHED

I

mountain air and delightful scener;-- .
How a day thus spent amid the cocl
murmuring woods, where one can witness the marvels of nature, seems to
revive the spirit that oft times is quite
weary. How thus in the attitude of
prayer one feels drawn closer to the
Creator and praises Him for His munificent gifts to man. The homeward
ride added much to the enjoyment of
the day. Those who constituted
party were Joseph Bibo and family.
I. Freudenberg and family. Jerome A.
Harris, of San Francisco, Cal.; Leo
and Milton Loewenberg, of St. Joseph.
Mo.; Mr. A. Zostberg, S. Kahn and
May L. Kraft.
Miss Ethel Gregg spent Friday evening , Saturday and Sunday visiting
friends at the Indian school near Albuquerque and bidding adieu to those
who were to depart for the Bummer
vacation.
Messrs. Simon Bibo, of Laguna, and
Solomon Bibo, of San Francisco, Cal.,
and nephew, Irving, have been spending a few days here with relatives. Irving Bibo is a son of a former pioneer,
Nathan Bibo.
Mrs. Lamme departed this morning
for Kansas City and will shortly return
to her old- home in Missouri.
Mr.
Lamme expects soon to make a visit
to the east too. We are rejoiced that
both will return and make Bernalillo Goods Company. o
their home as Mr, Lamme has beeu
Demlng will be tne great smelter
chosen night operator here.
Two large plants will bo In
center.
Miss Ethel Gregg left with her sister stalled within
the ysar.
from Arizona for Santa Fe, where they
will spend a few days.
Mr. Blbo's men are working very
hard at the mines and are much encouraged at the good prospects.
I. Freudenberg spent Wednesday la
Albuque-qu-

M. flOORE

J.

Sil-kno-

's

master.
Juan A. Archibeque, of San Ignaclo,
brought in the bead of a large black
bear which he killed and got his $10
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Jlay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching

ARE INVARIABLY EXPRESSED BY
501 North Flrit Street
THOSE WHO PATRONIZE THE IM
WHETHER
LAUNDRY.
PERIAL
THEY DRESS FOR STYLE OR COM
FORT, OR BOTH, THE HIGH QUALI
TY OF OUR WORK LEAVES NOTHING TO BE DESIRED IN THE PERFECT CLEANLINESS AND SUPERB
DEALERS IN
FINISH GIVEN TO ALL LINEN
TO OUR CARE.
GROCERIES AND

Albuqueraue;

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian
Goods.

Toti & Gradi

Imperial Laundry
Back of Postoffice.

Telephone

UOOORS.

Free dellrery to
147.

Nw Mexicc.

Sole

l

I

stents for San Antonio Lime.

parts of the city.

213, 915, 217

North Third Street
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OLD TIME ARIZONA TOWNS On the uncultivated stretches which
occupy the main portion of the region,
Mokl Indians Still Use
of

flocks of sheep are graced, and donkeys and "burros," and if one of the
latter so far forgets himself as to Intrude on a corn field and regale his
palet with the Juicy plant, one of his
ears is cut off as punishment. A second
offense causes the loss of the other

the Methods

Centuries Ago.

ear, giving the

HOW MEAL IS MADE.

animal a grotesque

look.
At least a year's supply Is always
on hand to guard against a failure
F. A. Dlllenbaugh in Kansas City Star. keptcrops
of
and consequent famine, but
In hla original state the North Amer-lea- nevertheless they usually have a good
Indian was generally more of a deal to sell. Watermelons are also
farmer than most people are willin to piled up in storage the same as the
rooms, and
believe. Long before the whites came corn, in the secluded inner
and aseptic is this
to this continent he was, in many lo- so wonderfully ofdry
Arizona that the watair
calities, reaping tolerably good crops. wonderful
are easily kept over until the
In the eastern portion of the continent ermelons
following February at least. The writhey were usually planted and tend- ter
has seen them and eaten them in
ed by the women, the men occupying
month, but as they were perfectly
themselves in hunting or flghting.Thus that
it is likely that they endure a
the relegation of the farming to worn-e- r sound
or six weeks longer.
was merely a division of labor made month
In preparing corn for eating the
necessary by the condition of tribal so- Moki
his own method, similar, howciety in certain regions at that period. ever, has
to
of other tribes in his own
that
only
grain was wheat, has condition and
'Their
kind of culture, and
since been called Indian corn, not benot from the white man, but
cause it was derived from India, as its learned
from his fathers, his grandfathers and
n

name indicates, but because it was
found in the possession of aborigines
here, who, in their turn, through the
mistake of the first Spaniards, had
been erroneously termed Indians. The
rroper name for this corn is maize, of
course. Just where it originated can
not now be definitely determined, but
it is supposed to have been found on
the table land of Mexico, and to have
spread from there over the entire western hemisphere.
However that may be, the red folk
had long been supplied with it when
first encountered by the whiter, and
were sometimes able to furnish it for
subsistence to the starving settlers.
The methods of cultivation employed
were simple, but they produced good
crops. Each region had different ways
of preparing corn for eating, but the
cultivation was in the main similar.
The method may be studied today
among the Mokis of Arizona who have
changed less from their original condition, perhaps, than any other Indian
tribe within the borders of the United
States. They are still planting and
tending maize after the customs of
their fathers, who never saw a plow.
s
Contrary to the habit of the
and other Indians of the regions
east of the Mississippi, the Mokl and
his immediate kin exacted none of the
field work from the women. The men
tended the crops, while the women
looked after the household affairs. very
much as our own women do, except
that they went a step or two farther
and also built the house,, which, it may
be added, was a very good one.
When the corn was brought to them
they ground it, as they still do today,
and then they made it into a peculiar,
but excellent, nutritious bread. In
their arid country there was little
game to hunt, so the man's time was
free for his farming, leaving the women, .who unlike the Indian women of
the east, were in no danger from enemies of other tribes in the villages on
the mesa tops.
These bleak summits, 700 feet above
the plain, have not a blade of grass to
show, nor can anything else grow
there. One must look below for all the
farms, and there your eye perceives
them scattered along for miles like
fragments of some huge checkerboard.
Wherever the soil offers the conditions
which the Mokl farmer, in his long experience, has found advantageous,
there lies a farm.
Owing to the extreme dryness of the
climate his method of procedure Is
different in some respects from that
of his eastern brothers, who were favored with timely and abundant rains.
All the latter had to do was to stir up
the soil and plant the corn when occasional attention kept it in good condition, bui the Mokl is compelled to
devote very close attention to his crop.
The ground with a layer of sand upon
it, is considered desirable, and the writer has passed fields, in good condition,
growing apparently in nothing but
sand. Below, however, was a good
soil, the sand merely acting as a
Algon-quln-

. mulch.

Planting Is done with a dibble, which
Js a stick with a sharpened point and
a shoulder at right angles on stde for
receiving a foot pressure. With this
implement a hole several feet deep is
made, into which the grain of corn Is

many times great grandfathers. First
It is reduced to meal. A mill, or
in this region consists of a thin
flat slab of sandstone set up at an angle of about of thirty-fivdegrees, surrounded by a curb of flat stones or
boards to prevent the meal from scattering. Usually there are three in a
row of these grinding slabs
back of
the higher side of which the operators,
the young girls of the household kneel,
and with a rubbing stone crush the
grain, ,each carrying the process one
step farther unless the requisite degree
of fineness is arrived at on the last
stone.
This work Is usually accompanied
by singing of a peculiar sort a shrill
high note, varied and vibratory that
suggests the song of the priestess in
the opera of "Aida." This singing goes
me-tat- e,

e

on and on in a monotonous way, filling
the surrounding air with its weirdness,
till one is half ready to believe himself
a denizen of another world.
Then the meal Is taken in hand by
the housewife. She mixes it in a large
bowl with water, adding a small quantity of wood ashes as a leaven, and
seats herself beside the oven where a
fire has been previously kindled. This
oven is composed of a long, flat smooth
stone, and adjusted in a horizontal position with one edge against the wall
the other resting on a second stone,
thin and on its edge, and the end beneath the chimney, so that a fire may
be built beneath.
Dipping her hand Into the prepared

run-dow-

h

",

ive.

From these diseases
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription will effectively defend women.
The use of this medicine preserves as well
as restores the womanly health. It corrects
irregularity, dries
weakening drains,
heals inflammation and ulceration, and
cures female weakness..
"I can tint say enough for Dr. Pierce' Fvorlte
Prescription and 'Golden Mo Heal Discovery,' "
write Mr. Ida M. Tntt. of 4ofi Franklin Street.
Crawfordsville, Ind. I couln hardly walk alone
or do my housework when I heard of your wonderful medicine. I used five bottles of each and
several vials of ' Pleasant Pellets,' and can sav t
am a well woman. I thank Dr. Pierce for hit
advice for he helped me to live. May many
thousand women take my advice and when in
poor health or suffer in? from anv female trouble
take Dr. I'ierce'i wonderful medicine."

Sick women, especially those suffering from diseases of long standing, are
invited t ct-l- t fr. Pierce, by letter,
All correspondence is held as
free.
strictly private and sacredly confidential.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, 'Buffalo, N. Y.
The People's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, a book containing too8 pages,
is given away. Send at one-cestamps
expense of mailing only), for the book
n paper covers, or ,y stamps for the
volume IxMiml in cloth. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. V.

mentlng on his sienesa and death
says:
Andrew Smith, assistant superintendent of the Santa Fe telegraph department, died at his home in Los Angeles, Cal., of Brlght's disease.
Mr.
Smith has been sick for several weeks.
He caught a severe cold while on a
trip to Albuquerque, and was taken
home to Los Angeles In delirious con-

e

tele-grap-

cure fur catarrh and cold in the

lit nd.

PonxR, Gen.Mur. Ariz. Gold M. Co.
The Moki corn conies up bushy and DtixM.
MoMtrs. I'.Lt I'.uoh.: 1 bavo betm atllictod
not very high, but it produces a gener- with
catarrh for twenty years. It mnde me
ous number of ears, not large, to be
weak I thought I h id consumption. I
sure, but abundant enough to make up so
got one lot tie of Fly's Cream lialui and in
for deficiency in size.
three days the discharge stopped. It is the
grow
wataUo
corn
they
Besides the
best medicine I Lave used for catarrh.
and,
squashes,
and
peppers
ermelons,
Frobcrta, CuL
Fbak E. Iunuleafiue,
peaches.
and
spots,
cotton
Jn favored
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Is becoming more popular among women.
The reason given is that a woman should
know how to use the pistol for self protection. The. theorv should be carried
farther. Where a woman
is in danger from assault
once she is in danger from
disease every day of her
life. Women
have not only to
run the risk of
diseases which
threaten
husband,
brother, and son, but
they have also to guard
against diseases which
are peculiar to woman-boo- t.

dition. He was with difficulty prevented from Jumping from the train. Mr.
Smith was at first believed to be suffering with pneumonia fever but this
developed into Brighta disease, and
the patient suffered greatly to the end.
has been with the Santa Fe
batter she sweeps it across the surface Mr. Smith
of the smooth hot stone, spreading a since 18S9.
film over the entire top, which is im"My mother suffered a long time
mediately baked. Upon this two more from
distressing pains
general 11'
films are usually spread, the whole health due primarily toand
indigestion,"
forming a thin sheet, resembling very s.iys L. W. Spalding. Verona,
Mo. "Two
coarse wrapping paper of a soft, bluish years ago 1 got
to try Kodol. She
color, in size about one foot by two or grew better at her
once and now, at the
three. This is peeled off and folded up, age of 76, eats anything
she wants, repaltray.
and stacked on a basket
It Is
marking that she fears no bad effects
atable and nutritious, and in combina- as she has her bottle of Kodol handy."
tion with peaches or watermelon Is Don't waste time doctoring symptoms.
agreeable and refreshing.
Go after the cause. If your stomach is
sound your health will be good. Kodol
Don't Fail to Try This.
the stomach and strengthens the
Whenever an honest trial is given to rests
body by digesting your food. It is natElectric Bitters for any trouble it is re- ure's
tonic. J. H. O'ltielly & Co.;
commended for a permanent cure will B. H. own
Brlggs & Co.
surely be effected. It never falls to tone
the stomach, regulate the kidneys and
CUT DOWN THE FORCE.
bowels, stimulate the liver. Invigorate
the nerves and purify the blood. It's a
systems. Strike Order Issued at Union Pacific
wonderful tonic for
Boiler Shops,
Electric Bitters positively cure kidney
The Union Pacific has posted the
and liver troubles, stomach disorders,
nervousness, sleeplessness, rheuma- following notice in its Kansas City,
tism, neuralgia, and expels malaria Kan., boiler shops:
"The company is compelled to make
Satisfaction guaranteed by all druga 30 per cent reduction in the working
gists. Only 60 cents.
fcrce of this department."
The order was signed by Joseph
IN SERVICE MANY YEARS.
Roberts the master mechanic, and is
said to be the result of the strike of
The Late Andrew Smith Had Spent the
boilermakers and their heVpers.
His Life in Railroad Work.
who are affected by the order
Those
The late Andrew Smith, assistant
mostly laborers. There were about
superintendent of telegraphs forthe are
125 men working In the boiler shops
Santa Fe, whose death was announced before
and the reduction of
in The Citizen at the time, was attend- 30 per the strike,
cent In the working force means
ed in his last illness by Dr. Robert
or thirty men
about twenty-fivMorrison, chief surgeon for the Santa that
lose their positions.
Fe Pacific road. A short sketch of Mr. will
Union Pacific has advertised in
Smith's railroad career will be of in- theThe
Kansas City papers for boilermakterest to Santa Fe men.
promising permanent positions,
Andrew Smith was born at Water-vill- ers, no
men were put to work yesterN. Y., and entered railway ser- but
day.
McNeil, president of the
John
18G2.
1802,
April,
July,
To
vice about
union, says ine
National
Boilermakers'
he was clerk to general baggage agent,
get compecompanies
can't
railroad
C B. & Q. at Chicago. From July, 1862, tent men because all the good men are
to January, 1876, successively train affiliated
with the union.
baggage man, telegraph operator, stastrike may last a month or
tion agent, conductor, assistant train six"This
weeks," said President McNeil. "I
dispatcher and assistant general baggage agent of the H. & St. Joe rail- don't intend to make a move until the
shows an inclination to settle
road; January, 1876, to August, 1882, company
the strike. I have decided not to go to
train dispatcher Kansas City division, .Omaha
until the management of the
St. Louis, Kansas City & Northern and
Pacific
Union
sends for me. They
successor,
at
St.
Louis
its
the Wabash,
Pacific railway at Kansas City, Mo. know my address."
Reports from Union Pacific shops
From August, 1882, to November, 1884,
Omaha are that 225 men have been
at
he was train dispatcher for Mexican
there, pending the settleCentral railroad, and trainmaster of discharged
ment of the strike; 140 men at the
the same road. November 1, 1884, to shops
at Cheyenne, Wyo., are also lot
November 1, 1885, he served as superintendent, second division, same road. cut.A meeting of boilermakers and UnFrom November 1, 1885, to March 1,
1S88, he was division superintendent ion Pacific machinists was held at
After the meeting President
Atlantic & Pacific railway, March 1, Omaha.
1SS8, to April 1, 188'J, superintendent Kennedy of the boilermakers' union,
said it had been decided to wait a day
first division Mexican Central railroad. or
two until the car builders' union
April 1, 1889, to January 1. 1892, he
was superintendent transportation, At- has concluded an agreement at a conwith railroad officials. lie exlantic & Pacific railroad, January 1, ference
pressed
himself as confident of the
1892. to summer of 1897. superintendami intimated that any
ent telegraph, same road. From the attempt result,
on the part of the railroad to
summer of 181)7 to March. 1900, he was force matters
by bringing new men
superii tendent telegraph Santa Fe Pacific railroad; September 1. 1897, to would result In a general strike In all
departments.
March, 1 yon, also superintendent
Southern California railway;
Cut this out and take it to all drugMarch 1900, to date, assistant super- gists and get a box of Chamberlain's
intendent telegraph, same road, and Stomach and Liver Tablets. The best
San Francisco & San Joaquin Valley physic. They also correct disorders of
i ail way,
the stomach. Price 25 cents.

dropped.
When there are showers and these
come rather frequently during the
growing season, all the men having
fields in the same neighborhood are
called out by the proper official, no
matter what the time of day or night,
and they descend to the valley, there
to assist each other in guiding tne
shower waters in and out amongst the
growing crops, wherever such procedure is possible.
With their hoes they rapidly construct little eartn dams across streamlets and "washes" and those cause
the flowing waters to be concerted for
better manipulation.,And. as of course,
these operations are considered when
the crops are put in, it is generally possible to secure considerable Irrigation
in the manner from passing showers
servthat would otherwise be of slightsouthice. Some of the Indians of the
west, particularly those of a bygone
day, extended this principle of irrigation to the utilization of living streams
and in many places is still to be seen
the remnants of Irrigating ditches
which often ttretrhed across the country for miles.
The corn that was grown centuries
ago was often larger and finer than
that of today, a fact that is established
by the specimens found In ruins, The
reader wonders just here, no doubt,
how grains of corn could be preserved
so long, even in the dry air of the
southwest, but when it is explained
He Was Delirious.
pure
that this corn was rendered into binnA I.os Angeles exchange,
in corn- and indistructible carbon by the
ing of the house or other shelter where
Klorleiiei5 Convinces.
it was stored, the matter becomes
riove its value ly investing 10 cents in
clear enough. Some of the grains of
made into charcoal by the trial sie i f Kly'a (.'roam lialiu. Druggists
crn thus
cruelty tit an enemy or the misfortune sujipl v it and we mail it. Full size 50 ceuts.
LLV 15KOS., Cti Wurren St., New York.
of moment are as large and full and
1M9.
Clifton, Arimift, Jan.
well de cloned as any that can be
Messrs. Llt linos.; Please sand we a50
found even in the Kansas of our day,
proving that the old methods of work- cent bottle of Cream lUlm. I find your
ing and irrigation were entirely effect- remedy the quickest and most permanent
"
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and dark in the little station. Smith
did not discover the mistake until the
conductor of the Santa Fe train said
the tickets were no good.
Smith refused to pay another fare,
and so the conductor stopped the train
and dumped them In the wilderness.
The complaint recites that Mrs.
Smith was just recovering from a severe Illness and that the Indignities
and hardships she suffered were a
great shock to her.
But the story doesn't tell how they
were rescued, though they probably
flagged a train and traveled by freight.
Vacation Days.
Vacation time is here and the children arc fairly living out of doors.
There could be no healthier place for
them. You need only to guard against
l'e accidents incidental to most open
air sports. No remedy equals DeWltt's
Witch Hazel Salve for quickly stopping pain or removing dange-- ' of serf
ous consequences. Foi cuts, scalds and
wounds.
"I used DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve tor sores, cits and
bruises," says L. O. Johnson, of Swift,
Texas. "It is the liest remedy on the
market." Sure cure for piles and skin
diseases. Beware of counterfeits. J.
11. O 'Welly & Co.; LI. It. Uriggs & Co.

TRAFFIC CONFERENCE.

PROFESSIONAL CARD8
MINING ENGINEER.

LADIES'

CL

--

V. V. CLARK.
Mining and metallurgical engineer. 10i
West Gold avenue,
junuerque. N. M.
8ioclaltle--Reportsurveys and maps:
plana ami reduction works; mines
and
mining lnvemmcnts; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

PROTECTIVE

OSTEOPATHY.

1

Or. Conner.
Port graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Kirkvllle, Mo. L.unn trouble unit all chronic diseases a speclHlty.
Office. Whltlnir btillritiiir rnnmi 21 snil
la; Automatic
telephone, 164.

dental office will bo closed until
June 22. 12. J. Alger.
LAWYERS

4 MOTE

4..Nyrl

--

CTTVS

tmliV.

WW

DENTISTS
My

111
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DISINFECTANT

ANDTONICl
bod vnn
POWDEft" 13

l" fttalit. tAiiiTTO

circular!'

POWDER
IS SAFE,
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vr.it c for

particulars

eraard S. Rodey
- - WESTERN AOT.6M- Albuquerque. N
given to all business
attention
ALB V Q.U C RQU
NLWMLX
l'ronvt
pertaining to the profession. Will pracI?or Sale-- by
In
tice
all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.
W. Y. Walton
Albuquerque
C. H. Brlggs
Albuquerque
'. M. Bond
Las Vegas
ATTORN
42 P street. N. Mann Drug Store...,
W., Washington, n. C. Pensions, lands, E. O. Murphy
East Las Vegas
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters pat- Kremls Brothel's
Springer.
ent, trade marks, claims.
A. J. Fisher & Co
Santa Fe
J. W. McCoach
San Marcial
William D. Lea
Porterfleld Drug company. .Silver City
ATTORN
W, Olfioe, room I
El Paso, Tex.
N. T. Armljo building.
Will practice It Keller & Pollard
all the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
TtTORNKY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National Bank bulliilnf
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-- .
LAW. rooms I and
207 West Gold Avenus.
N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.lt
J J
!

ATTOK-.tOY-AT-LA-

M.

Robinson at Topeka to Meet Rock
Island Officials.
A. A. Robinson, president of the Mexican Central railroad, is at his home in
Topeka and his private car, Mexican
Central No. IS, is at the Kock Island
station there. Mr. Hobinson spent
Monday forenoon in visiting at the
Kock Island general otllces. He was
with Assistant General Passenger
E. W. Dobson
Agent K. W. Thompson for a long time
ATTORNEY-AT-L.AOffice. Crom
and it is announced he will leave for
Chicago, where he will remain for sev- well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
eral days, before, returning to his otJohn H. Stlngle,
hers at the City of Mexico.
ATTORN E
Cromwell block
It is said that Mr. Robinson's visits Albuquerque, N. M.
with the Hock Island otiicials have a
PHYSICIANS
significance.
It is rumored that the
conference which Mr. Koblnson had
Dr. J. E. Bronoon
with Mr. Thompson is' preliminary to
Ilomeopathlo Physician,
a conference with the Kock island of- Room 17.
Whiting Block.
ficials at Chicago toward a closer alliDR. I. SAYLIN.
ance between the two roads for an interchange of traffic.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office, Bnnta Fe Pacific hospital. Albuquerque,
N. M. Private hours. 1 to 3 p. m.
Mcki Tea Positively Cures Sick
Hospital 'phones: Automatic, 117; old
'phone, KL
Indigestion and constipation. A deWV. GOETTING & CO., Proprietor!.
lightful herb drink. Removes all eruptions of the skin, producing a perfect
Pertaining to the Smiths.
MELINI
EAKIN
All kinds of Frebb Meats bandied.
"Marooned in the desert by a rail- complexion or money refunded. 25c
FiDe.
sample.
us
for
to
free
and
Wr.te
LIQUORS.
WHOLESALE
company,"
good
would be a
title
road
CIG..S
Bausage
making a gneciultv.
for two suits commenced in the super- W. H. Hooker & Co., lluffalo, N. Y. J.
At
ISriggs
H.
H.
&
O'Reilly
H.
Co.
and
ior court today by "Liltbie Smith and
V
tandle everything in our Una W. L.
CO.
her husband. J. A. Smith," and by J. Co.
o
Distillers Agents
A. Smith all alone, says the Los Anyou
good
a
Trunks;
when
need
Special distributors Taylor & V.'illia i Second street, between Railroad and
geles Record. Through Ilunsacker &
well constructed trunk, with all
Copper tveme
Britt ami Robert Erskine Ross, they
LoulETllle, Kentucky
come
Improvements,
to
the
demand $2,oiin damages each from the the modern
. Firat St., Albuquerque.
111
N.
.1
Company
for
Goods
Santa Fe Pacific railroad company for Golden Rule ivy
Horses and Mules bought and exchangwill save you money on its
being put off a train at midnight at a it.
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
water tank in the Mohave desert at cost. Come , In and,i see them.
A.
Transfer Stables
Cameron.
Have 'you seen that blue enau 'let.
FIRE INSURANCE
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
The story as told in the complaint bteel ware at
HardAlbuquerque
the
is that Smith and his wife asked the
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
ticket agent at Mohave for tickets for ware company's store. It Is the most Secretary Kutuai Uulldlnr iasocia'.lcc
Alburuerque, N. M.
San Francisco and return over tae beautiful and ornamental ware ever
Haldn-ige'o
!)(flcBtt j.
iAnber
Santa Fe route, but that the agent seen In A'juquerque.
xJeming has Increased SO per cent. In
r
gave them tickets over the Southern
Demlng Las just been Incorporated. population la four years.
Statehood cigars, two for 23 cents.
Pacific line, and as it was at night,
A. A.
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CROP REPORT.

Rain badly needed. Highest temperature, 103; lowest, 51; no rain.
East Las Vegas: John Thornhlll:
Hot weather continues, with hot, ury
winds all week. No water to be had
for irrigation; the river and ditches
are dried up. Crops suffering greatly
and unless rain comes soon all crops
will be a total failure. First alfalfa
secured. On the range water holes and
grass are fast drying up.
Eastview: John W. Corbett: Vegeta.
tion needing rain. Crops growing slow-ly- ,
and stock water getting scarce owing to the lack of snow last winter.
Grazing Is still fairly good. Highest
temperature, 96; lowest, 43; no rain.
Espanola: P. H. Leese: Very dry and
water very scarce. Unless we get rain
within the next ten days stock and
ci ops will suffer. In some localities the
grasshoppers are doing considerable

United States Department of Agriculture, Climate and Crop Bulletin of
the Weather Bureau, New Mexico
Section.
Santa Fe, N. M.. July L. The past
week has been one of severe drought
In all sections of the territory, with
high, hot winds, most unusual at this
season of the year. In the extreme
northeast the temperatures of the 23d,
24th and 26th were almost unprecedented; at Albert, southern 'Union county,
reaching 106, 108 and 105, respectively,
on these dates. Excepting In the localities of permanent wa ter supply, as
the dams of the lower Pecos, and the
upper waters of the mou ntain streams.
Irrigation water Is tiecomlng very
scarce, and in many localities there is
none. The Rio Grande Is practically
dry from Albuquerque south, and In damage.
Folsom: Jackson Tabor: Hot and
westers and south western sections
springs and wells are failing. Gardens, dry; the 24th being the hottest day
which are given toe first preference since June 18. l&'J'J. Grass is drying up
for what water there Is to spare, are in fast on the range but thus far stock is
very good condition generally, but doing well. The second growth of almany of the fields under ditch are suf- falfa Is starting nicely and with rain
fering for water and crop on temporal will be a large crop. Grasshoppers arc
lands are drying up. On outside rang- troubling some fields but are not genes the grass Is getting rery short and eral. Highest temperature, 94; lowest,

water noies are drying up. Cattle depending on general ran ges are in very
poor condition, and on many protected
ranges there Is much .uttering. Better
conditions obtain ov ir northeastern
count leu. and In Line oln, Chaves and
Eddy counties, but in central sections,
and on the Socorro county ranges
stockmen view the ecmditlons with the
greatest anxiety.
j some instances
the second growth o aifalfa has been
harvested. As a rule the yield was better than the first c- xp. Shearing Is in
progress In norther n sections. Reports
f the wield and frnallty of the clip
vary considerably., )Ut are generally
fair. In many s Ktlons the ripening
fruit will be sma ll tin. ess early rain
come. Grasshopi jers are reported as
doing conslderabl
lamage in some localities, especial Jy in the upper Rio
Grande valley a' ad the valleys contiguous, but even tn these localities th
damage Is not general.
The following remarks are extracted
from the report a of correspondents:
Albert: H.M.Hanson: Remarkably
cool on the Slrrt. lm mediately followed
by an almost phenc menal spell of hot
weather. accrmpa.'nled by hot, dry
winds which gave 'the country bleached and dusty aspect in less than two
days. As crops get eraliy were planted
late there Is no Immediate danger, but
rain Is badly needed. Second crop of
alfalfa is being cut and Is considerably
better than the first. Shearing is in
progress.
The heavy s.orm of last
week (ICth) to the north of the station, accompanied by hall, killed a
number of sheep in its paUi, as many
as a hundred Iji one small (hunch. High
est temperature, H8; lowest, 47: no
rain.
Arabela: A. M. Richardson: Dry and
hot. and crops suffering bally.
Bluewater: J. S. Van Kiren: The
continuous hot. dry winds are having
serious effect on all pastan s and out
side ranges are suffering. All lrrlga
ted crops, however, are looking well
corn in particular. First cutting of al
falfa is finished, with a gjod yield
I-

-

-

rain,
Frisco:

45;

gation water. The1 second crop of al
falfa will be poor and peaches may not
do as well as was expected. Very hot
the first of the week, but cooler and
windy afterwards. Highest temperature, lot!; lowest. 55; no rain.
Santa Fe: U. S. Weather Bureau:
Hot and dry with strong drying winds.
Crops are making fairly good progress
where irrigated, but the prairies are
drying up. Fruits matering rapidly,
but would be greatly benefited by rain,
especially ripening cherries. Apricots
have fallen badly and will not be much
of a crop, although some trees will
bear fairly well. Highest temperature,!
90; lowest, 54; no rain.
Springer: Dr. L. Hines: Hot and dry,1
with the temperature to 101 on ae
24th, and exceedingly windy for this
season. In this vicinity there Is plenty
of water for irrigation but grass on
the ranges is drying up.
Wagon Mound: R. T. Maes: Grass
and water is getting very scarce on the
range, and stock is suffering.
High,
Watrous: M. C. Needham:
warm winds, and the range is in poor
Dry stock is doing fairly
condition.
well, but cows and calves are suffering
from the drought. FirBt cutting of alfalfa is stacked; not an average crop.
Highest temperature, 95; lowest, 54;
no rain.
Weber: E. H. Biernbaum: Very dry;
the river is so low that some of .ne
ditches are without water. Rain is
badly needed. Private dams have some
water and are better on so far than
community ditches. Irrigated crops
are good but others are dying. Gardens
and orchards are splendid, and meadows very good. First alfalfa is only
about hair a crop.

I

0.10.

Clement Hightower: Unus
ually hot and dry, and conditions de
cidedly adverse to crops. No water in
streams for irrigation. Crops make
scarcely any growth; ranges drying
out, and stock in poor condition.
uallinas Springs: J. E. Whitmore:
Getting very dry and crops make slow
growth, although gardens are progressing nicely. The ranges need rain;
stock looking very well for the condition of the pastures but they cannot
get along very much longer. Highest
temperature, 105; lowest, 54; no rain.
Geronimo: N. M. Nelson: Hot and
dry, and crops making no appreciable
growth.
Hobart: W. H. Hough: Good growing weather where there is sufficient
water, but the water is getting short.
Fruit and vegetables are looking well.
Considerable damage from grasshop
pers.
Laguna: Gus Weiss: No rain since
last report, and very hot. Stock tan
hold out for thirty days longer but will
be in very poor condition. Feed gel-tinscarce. Fruit ripening but very
small on account of the drought.
La Luc, Otero County:
Ernest
Swift: Hot. dry weather, with hot
winds, but crops are materially damaged so far.
Los Alamos:
Wm. Frank:
The
drought continues; water holes on the
range are drying up and grass is very
short. Cattle and thecp are suftVriug.
and prospects are bad. Public prayers
are being offered for relief. First alfalfa yields only about a third of a good
crop.
Ojo Caliente: Antonio Joseph: The
drought continues unbroken and crops
are beginning to show effects. Grass
Is getting very short on the ranges.
and stock Is being taken to the moun
tains where there is a little feed. Fruit
looks reasonably well. Highest temper,
ature, 92; lowest, t7 ; no rain.
Mesilla Park: 11. H. Hart: Crops
generally are beginning to suffer on
account of the droug... and lack of irri
g

Woodbury:

A. J, Woodbury:

est temperature, 102; lowest,
rain.

High54; no

R. M. HARD1NGE.
Section Director.

KENDRICK IS HOME
That He Has Declined the
Westinghouse Offer.
Third Vice President J. W. Kendrick
of the Santa Fe has returned to Chicago from his European trip. He found
awaiting him in Chicago George Henderson, superintendent of motive power, who went to Chicago to confer
with Mr. Kendrick on important busiBelieved

ness.

Several of the leading officials of tne
Santa Fe expressed the opinion that
Mr. Kendrick has decided not to accept the position of British represen-

-
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CATARRH
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it

tlafe.
Ely's Cream Balm
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cleuuet,
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nooUiea and
diciuii-membrane.

It curv! catarrh and
way
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cuid in tlie hmtl
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t'rtniu liitlin It placed lulo tU ncwlr.lt, ireatW
over Ilia mciubriie and in atworbed. Kelef U ii
mediate lad a cure follow. It la nut dr ring duett
lint produce auveziii. Large Sim, 60 cent at Drug-Klor by mail ; Trial Size. 10 euU.

tatlve of the Westinghouse Airbrake
THOUSANDS SAVED
company at a salary of $35,000 a year,
which Is understood to have been ofm'P '1' mpppuri
fered him. He will retain his present
I llllIU U lla.1
position with the Santa Fe at a salary
said to be $10,000 less annually than For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
what the Westinghouse people offer-

Br

linn

Railroad Time Tables

and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
ed.
One of the chief officials of the road This wonderful medicine positively
located In Topeka said: "Mr. Ken- cures Consu
mption, Couis, Colds
drick has climbed to the top in tue
railroad world and has devoted his P'onchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
life to the work. He Is at the height hi
Fever, F!eurisy, LnGrippe,
of his powers and has an assured
place. All his associations are In railCough, livery bottle guaranteed
roading, and it Is not likely that just
as he is beginning to be past middle
NO CURE. NO PAY.
life ho would cut loose from all his o.a IRICE 50c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
go
esEurope
to
to
associations and
tablish a new enterprise. Mr. Ken- pooooooco OOOOCOOCOOOOOOOOQ
drick has enough money to be independent of the increase in income which
13 IT
B
X
the Westinghouse company offers."

The Best Liniment for Strains.
F. H. Wells, the merchant at
Deer Park, Long Island, N. Y., sayc:
"1 always recommend Chamberlain's
Pain Balm as the best liniment for
strains. I used It last winter for a severe lameness in the side, resulting
from a strain, and was greatly pleased
with the quick relief and cure It effected." For sale by all druggists.
Mr.

SKETCH OF E. D. KENNA.
Santa Fe's General Solicitor is Only
41 Years Old.
The offices of first vice president and
general solicitor, generally separate
ind dissimilar, are united on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe In the person
of Mr. Edward D. Kenna. Either title.
in connection with a system covering
nearly 9.000 miles and touching nearly
a dozen different states, would Imply
sufficient labors and responsibilities,
and the combination in one man is an
evidence
of
unusual intellectual
breadth and endurance. Mr. Kenna.
who is just past 41 years of ago, com21 years
menced his railway
ago, in 1881, as assistant attorney of
the St. Louis & San Francisco railway, at St. Louis. In 188U he was
made general attorney and held that
position until 815, when he was called
to Chicago as general solicitor for the
receivers of the Atchison. Topeka &
Santa Fe, being elected also first vice
president In 1898. To a thorough and
practical knowledge of the law as applied to the management of railways,
Mr. Kenna adds the natural gifts of a
judicial temperament and the aptitude
of a diplomat in meeting opposing intellects; and at the name time his
presence carries the evidence of abso
lute Integrity and fair tnlndedness.
-u--

eer

1

No False Claims.

The liroiii'letors of Folev's Hnncv
and Tar do not advertise this as a
"sure cure for consumption. They do
not laim it will cure this dread complaint in advanced cases, but do positively assert that It will cure in the
earlier stages and never fails to give
comfort and relief In the worst cases.
Foley's Honey and Tar is without
doubt the greatest throat and lung
remedy. Refuse substitutes. Alvarado
Pharmacy.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
c

(lit Effect June

1, 1U02.)

ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7,Mex. & Cal. Express. .10: 05 p.m.
10:50 a.m.
No. 2, California Limited
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
8:30 a.m.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
11: 55 p.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
7:30p.m.
q No. 8, Chicago Express
g
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
7:10 a.m.
Atlantic Expresn
8
0 No. 22.LEAVES
YOU WANT?
GOING SOUTH.
Express
11:00 p.m.
X
QUICK AND RELIABLE!
rt No. 27, Mexico
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
8:05 a.m.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
11:45 p.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
6:45 p.m.
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE Q No. 8, Chicago Express
LEAVE GOING WEST.
ikND TELEGRAPH CO.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 3, California Limited .... 11 : 00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
19
1882
and No. 2 from the west.
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Mondays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and Fri

Telephone Service

i

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Sole agents for casino and Oia brand
Canned Goods. Dealers in

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second street.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
earth,
Orders solicited.
Free deltven .

days.

Ix)cal freight No. 93, going south.

cirries passengers.

F. L. MYERS, Agent.

CONDENSED TIME CARD OF THE

El

Paso-Roc-

Island Route

k

EFFECTIVE JUNE

f

5, 1902

E-!

"West
8:00 pm Lv. . .EI Faso...Ar 7;"30 am
8:15 pm
..Ft. Bliss... Lv 7 15 am
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
.. Hereford ..." 6: 49 am
8:41 pinj
Successor to Balling Bros.
.Jnrilla June. " 6: 00 am
J:30 pm
" 4: 55 am
; :55 pm
. Alamogordo.
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty 111:21
1G am
pin " . .. Tularosa ..."
" . . . Oscura
22 am
3:
am
12:23
we
patronage,
We dreslro
and
1 :hi ami " . . Carrizozo
2 53 am
. . "
guar intee flru'-clas- s
liaklng.
"
2 06 am
ami " . . .. Ancho
207 S. Fio-s- t
A'buq jerque. N. M
" 1: 48 am
2:29 am " . .. Tecolote
"
"
Old Thone
New 'Phone 3:13 am1 " . . . Corona . . . " 1: 05 am
3:2'.) am
. . Torrance
. .
12: 43 am
152
59.
12 10 am
3:f)7 anil " . . . Marino
5:15 am " . . . I'astura . . . " 110: 26 pm
J. W.
ti 05 am Ar. .Santa Kosa.. "i 9: 30 pm
"..Santa Rosa..Arl0 1 5 pm
Progressive Mortician and Em 7:3nam
9:27 am; " .. Tuctuucari ..Lv 8: 07 pm
balmer.
112 50 am
Topeka
4:55 am
:&3 am Ar.. Kansas City.. " 110: 45 pm
Open day and night. Calls are
8: 15 am
Chicago
10:10 pm
promptly attended to.
CAP IT AN BRANCH.
I Alto Pell Monument
7:iii uiii Lv.. Cnrrixozu . . Ar 7;iM)pm
Office and parlor- N. Second 8:45 am Ar North CapitanLvj 5:25 pm
5:00 pm
Capitaii
9:05 am
Hit h rare i
cnol'sh
AL A M OG O li 1 Kf BRA NCI! .
87ooam LvT 'A1amogordo.Ar :8"00 pm
AL
only Uranliir.
10:50 am Ar. Cloiidiroft .Lvi 5:30pm
P.4VV Al l!.Ordinal
hmrntt
11:10 am "..Cox Canon. ." 5:00 pm
YJ
n.:n J Mkr urn W fcer. IMum
Those trains make direct connec-al- l
tion s at
principal junction points
... "KrHt-- A r l..llrk" cmiMiiiiiitii
T
tif l rev-- with all diverging lines.
A. N. BROWN. G. P. A.,
, i: J. LA., f a!
El Paso, Texas.

PIONEER BAKERY
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K.ailro&d Topics

i

Tammany Hall is Making Arrange

one

A.

A little vanity
is a good thing. Perhaps
you can't be hair-vaiyour
hair is so thin, so short, so

Im-

d

James

Why net?

ments for an Active Campaign.

way the service generally can be
proved. Mr. Young, It is stated, has
had a wide experience in fire fighting,
having been a member of the St. Louis
aad Chicago departments.

Mrs. C. II. Brown, wife of the Wins-loSanta Fe agent, left for an extend-evisit to relatives in Mlddleton, New
York.
Conductor W. II. Boas and wife, of
San Marcial, have gone to Hoxle, Arkansas, to while away the vacation
period.
Fireman B. E. Tracey and bride
returned to Saa Marcial, and have
gone to housekeeping surrounded by
every comfort.
Operator Fredericks, who has held
the day trick at Winslow for several
months, has accepted a position at the
cinder pit as operator and timekeeper.
W, C. Ten Eyck succeeds him as day
operator at Winslow.
Mr. Kinsworthy, working in the Santa Fe round house at Deming, accidentally lost the first joint of his left
thumb last Tuesday. It is not very
serious but still painful and will keep
him from work for a few days.

Hair - Vain?

GREAT CELEBRATION,

TESTS OF PUMPS.
Letter from Prof. Letter

on

Experiment.

Results of

Major. H. R. Whiting. wo Is Investigating the subject of irrigation, wrote
to Prof. Francis E. Lester, registrar of
the Agricultural college, in regard to
tests now being made at that institution. In repiy he received the follow-

ing letter:
"The following pumps are being tested in the pumping irrigating investigation which this institution is conducting: Johnson rotary, made by Davis,
Johnson & Co., 41 West Randolph
street, Chicago; Van Wle Centrifugal,
made by Irwin Van Wle. Syracuse. N.
Y.; Byron Jackson Centrifugal, made
by tne Byron Jackson company, of San
Francisco; the Woods pump, made by
D. R. Woods & Co., of Philadelphia;
the Roots pump, made by tne P. F. &
H. Roots company, of Connorsvllie,
Ind.; and the Kingsford Centrifugal,
made by the Kingsford Foundry & Machine company, of Oswego, N. Y.
"Our experiment is not yet completed as we have only finished testing the
Jackson and Johnson pumps. The results of this investigation are evidently going to be of much value, as It has
already been sufficiently shown that
there are great possibilities in irrigating from wells by these pumps. We
driven well
have only one
from which the smaller pumps already
tested will throw a steady and continuous stream of from 300 to 700 gallons
a minute.
"I am using a box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. and find
them the best thing for my stomach I
ever used," says T. W. Robinson, Justice of the peace, Loomis, Mich. These
tablets not only correct disorders of
the bowels but regulate the liver and
bowels. They are easy to take and
pleasant In effect. Price 25 cents per
box. For sale by all druggists.

Catanach, general foreman

of the Santa Fe Central telegraph line
construction corps, expects to get Into
Santa Fe with the line in a few days.
o
He arrived a few days ago from
to finish up the line between
Santa Fe and Kennedy.
A young business man of Roswell,
who travels considerably, says Roswell
is to have a Harvey eating house.
He got the information from a man
who is connected w.-- a the Harvey system and was thus in a position to know
what he was talking about.
The stockholders of the El Paso &
Southwestern railroad met In BIsbee
the other day as a matter of form, to
perfect the absorption of the Arizona
Southwestern, which Is already a
system. ne
part of the Phelps-Dodg- e
road is fifty-similes in length and extends from Bisbee to Benson.
The Santa Fe company is going to
put in two large water purifying
plants in the Pecos valley, one at Kos-weand the other at Carlsbad. They
are to be used for purifying the water
for the boilers of the locomotives and
will save the company a great deal of
money for repairs on boilers.
The
two plants will cost about $6,000.
S. Vann. of the firm of S. Vann u.
Son, Santa Fe watch inspectors and
jewelers, returned this morning from
San Marcial, where he had been called
to regulate the Santa Fe office clocks
at that place. He reports that the
fire fiend did a good job in the. destruction of the depot which was burned
Wednesday evening. Mr. Vann says
that the trees along the side of the
eating house were scorched so badly
that they will die and that it must
have been desperate fighting that saved the hotel
The Coconino Arizona, Sun says:
Prof. G. Wharton James and W.
Bass spent several days here during
the week. These gentlemen are making arrangements and will soon be
Pro-gress-

six-inc- h

x
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LIBRARY

BOARD.

to the University Authorities

Lease

Will be Signed.
The proposition of the Univeristy of
New Mexico to rent the unoccupied
rooms of
Raynolds library for a department of music and arts was practically closed at a meeting of the li-

te

brary commissioners Thursday evening. The lease has been under con-- '
sideration for some time. The features which could not be agreed upon
have been adjusted and the lease will
be signed within a week. The report
of the librarian showed that during
June l.CGi people visited the library,
of whom 617 were children. The books
issued numbered 1.S93. of which 439
were juvenile fiction. 7G8 were fiction
and 18G classified. It was discovered
tnat the partitions which once were In
the basement of the building, making
three rooms, have tieen removed and
have disappeared. No one knows when
they were taiien out or whpre they
were taken.

..

ready to accommodate the tourists
who wish to visit Mystic Spring trail.
Sublime Point and Powell's Plateau.
A new station called Bass has been
opened four miles from Bright Angel
by the Santa Fe and from this point
stages will be run daily to ....ystic trail.
The hotel and stage line will be under
the management of Mr. Bass.
The Deming Herald says: Paulin
I.amos. aged 17 years, working with
the surface gang on the main line of
the Bisbee road at the front, had his
left ankle crushed, his right leg broken
and the flesh on his right arm torn in
a very foolish accident there yesterday. The gravel train came along and
there was a shovel sticking in the gravel on it. Lamos caught the shovel in
an attempt to pull himself up on tae
car, when it gave away and he fell under the wheels. His folks live In Old
Mexico. He was brought to the Deming hospital last evening and Dr.
abiy assisted by Dr. Rexford,
amputated his left foot. He will probably die.

Need More Sleep.
organs of digesOften the over-taxetion cry out for help by dyspepsia's
pains, nausea, dizziness, headaches,
liver complaints, bowel disorders. Such
troubles call for prompt use of Dr.
King's New Life Pills. They are gend

tle, thorough and guaranteed to cure
25 cents at drug stores.

Ruby Seal v,lub.
The Ruhy Seal club met on Thursday at the home of the vice president.
Miss Mae Muggley. Miss Lulu Palmer
was elected secretary and Miss Bertha
Dinwiddie a member of the executive
committee. Refreshments were served
after the business session and a jolly
Those present
time was enjoyed.
were: Mae Muggly, Cora Myers, Lulu
A. E. Sweet Gets It Considerable
Madonna Rankin. Grace Fish.
speculation had been made in railroad Palmer.
Rankin, Ethel
Anita
Meade.
circles
since the appointment of D. E. Fish and BerthaJuanita
Dinwiddie.
'
Cain, formerly assistant to General
Manager Mudge. the general superinEvery Healthy Boy
tendent of the western grand division, likes lo get himself intojdaces of danmade necessary by the vacancy caused ger,
nonce bruises, strains and
by the promotion of J. E. Hurley, as to sprains. Mother r.colds and biings out
who would be the lucky man to fill the
bottle of Perry Davis' Painkiller
vacancy made by the promotion of Mr. the
and rubs it on the injured spots with
Cain. The Citizen today received in- an energy and frequency depending on
formation from an authentic source tho seriousness of the case. There is
that Arthur E. Sweet, recently appoint- nothing iike Painkiller lo tako out the
ed trainmaster at Las Vegas, had been soreness. There 1s but one Painkiller,
the man decided on. Mr. Sweef has Perry Davis". Price 25c and boc.
received orders to come to Topeka. It
Car Burned.
is also rumored that an Albuquerque
A standard box car loaded
with
man will be appointed to fill the vacancy made by the promotion of Mr. f i tight from the Pacific coast was
found to be on fire about midnight
Sweet.
'1 hursday night in the Santa Fe yards.
Wells Denies It General Manager The fire was discovered a few moA. G. Wells, of the Santa rV lines in ments after the train pulled in and a
engine shoved the car on to a
California said to a press representa- switch
siding, where it burned to tne
vacant
Angeles
rcgni'.l
to the
in
tive at Los
It is not known what was in
reported settlement of the boilermaK-ers- ' trucks.
It, ns it was through freight from the
strike at San Bernardino and Nee- coast
Chicago.

to

dles:

"I know nothing of a settlement, if
the report is true- it lias been made
from the other in. I of the line ami not
-

Acts Immediately.
Colds are sometimes more troublesome in summer than in winter, it's so
hard to keep from adding to them
while cooling off after exercise. One
Minute Couqli Cure cures at once. Ab- (13 immediately. our
"oiuicij ' baie.
i
1UI t uili,ia, l ulus,
i:uimi
and lung troubles. J. H. O'Rieliy Si
Co.; li. 11. Briggs & Co.

here."
In spite of t.iis denial from General
Manager Wells of tne coast lines, the
rumor of a settlement continues to be
vei-t.ersUtrnr in the T.meka shons.
says the Journal.
The local otlirials will not confirm
the report, but they intimate strongly
o
that there may be something in it. The
Catholic Summer School.
men employed in the boilerniuking deRepreCliff Haven, N. Y.. July 5
partment are the ones who seem to
Catholic prelates, divines,
believe that the strike Is about to be sentative
laymen and women from all over the
settled.
country are gathering here to take
of the CathC. O. Young Chosen
C. O. Young, pait in the annual session
America, which
school
of
olic
tummer
in
pattern
department
of
foreman
the
tomorrow and continues for nine
the shops of the Santa Fe conjpany at opens
There will be lectures covering
weeks.
Albuquerque, N. M., and chief of tne
range of subjects,, among those
fire department here, has been chosen ato wide
be heard being Right Rev. Monig-no- r
to go over the entire system, includl.oughlin. D. I)., of Philadelphia:
ining the "A. T." and Gulf lines, and
vingston,
William
of New
spect and report upon tyt means which Rev.
York; Rev. Thos. J. Gasson, S. J., of
the company has for protecting itself Boston;
Dr. Janus Fox. of the Catholic
against fire. Mr. Young expects to be- university,
and Rev. Thomas O'Brien,
gin his duties the early part of th
of St. Francis Xavier's college.
'

month.
He will go from place to place and
Court at Gallup.
make a thorougn examination of the
Tomorrow night Judge Baker, the
as
to
points,
equipment at all the
both
officers of the court and a number of
apparatus and regarding the working lawyers will go to Gallup where court
force, the discipline of the men and the will be opened on ...onday morruing.
way in which they respond to and
Statehood ciga-- s, two for 25 cents.
handle calls. It is believed that in this

n,

MERCHANTS'
New York, July

ASSOCIATION.
5.

gray. Then use Ayer's Hair
Vigor.
It stops falling of
the hair, makes the hair
grow, and always restores
color to gray hair.
" I have used Ayer's Hair Vigor for

The celebration

of Independence Day yesterday was
one of the most elalorate ever witnessed In the metropolis. Observances
in all circles were specially enthusiastic, but none more so than those of
Tammany hail. With yesterday's celebration preparations for the fall campaign began In earnest for democrats.
This year they are not merely going
to put "home rule" in their state platform, but they Intend to give special
emphasis to the issue, and to make a
definite proposition looking to a constitutional provision for the protection

of the cities against partisan legislation by the state legislature.
The Merchants' association has prepared a series of diagrams which show
very clearly the cost of government In
the city of tsew York as compared
with that of other American cities.
The outlay In New fork for maintenance and operation during 1900 was
$108,G73,277. a average of $31.62 per
capita. Only one other city costs per
capita more than New York, that is
Boston, and the diagrams show that
Chicago, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Boston, Baltimore, Cleveland, Buffalo, San
Francisco. Cincinnati, Pittsburg, New
Orleans, Detroit and Milwaukee, all
maintain their police, their sewers,
their parks, their streets, their light
ing and their fire departments at far
less cost than new York does.
Although much is said and written
about the political situation in New
York, as an actual fact the campaign
in this state are much shorter than
those in many others. Several of the
competing candidates for governor in
other 6tates are already in the field,
while In New York, the nominating
conventions will not take place until
late in September. The republicans
have definitely decided to renominate
Governor Odell. while in the search
for a democratic candidate a new
name appears almost every day. The
latest is that of Henry Bacon, of
Goshen, who is spoken of highly as a
man of strength, who would be apt to
unite all factions.
Taking in consideration the fact that
they are the representative cities of
two great nations, it is doubtful if any
more interest has been exhibited in
London over King Edward's illness
than there has been in New York.
Aside from the fileasant relations of
the two countries. New Yorkers remember two incidents more closely
connected with bis majesty, both of
One is the
which are now recalled.
planting of an English oak in Central
park tiurlng his visit here over forty
years ago; the other Is the visit itself,
oiranse to relate the oak now is dying
and every effort to keep it alive has
proven futile. It Is a great attraction
to visitors to the park just now. There
are many now living who remember
the visit of King Edward, then Prince
or Wales, traveling under the name of
Baron Renfrew. He received a magnificent reception here. George Wilson, now secretary of the chamber of
commerce, was clerk of the committee
In charge of arrangements and had the
pleasure last summer of recalling to
the king some of the incidents of his
visit here.
A plan strongly favored by Mayor
Low has been adopted by the loard of
education, and that is the opening of
the public school buildings and yards
for the play of children during the
cummer.

Certainly the automobile craze is at
Its height in Gotham and some amusing incidents occur as a result. A fact
which has caused
much fun to be
poked at certain members of the "400"
who have been taken in band by police
officials Is the alarming ignorance of
English by their chaffeurs. A "Frenchman" iy the name of O Flaherty was
recently arrested for speeding and
when asked by the Judge why lie did
not stop when ordered to do so by the
policeman said: "Sure, an' I don't un-

over 40 years. I am now in mv
year and have an abundance of 91st
soft
brown hair, which I attribute to the use
your preparation." Mrs. Mary A.
Keith, Belleville, III.
Sl.M.

AlHrejjIsU.

J.

C. AYCR

CO., Lowell, Man.

Berkeley lyceum In
street
and Intends to cater to the treatrical
tastes and fads of the smart set.
"Smart comedies" will be produced by
"smart" actors, the curtain going up
at the ".imar." hour of 9 o'clock to enable Mrs. Osliorn's "smart" patrons to
eat their "smart" dinners and appear
at the theater In '"'smart" attire. She
will very likely eecure a full house
every night, so eager arc most people
to be numbered among the "smart"
set.
The methods of bookkeeping In the
various municipal departments are to
be changed and the Merchants' association Iris engaged Worthington C.
Ford and P. B. de Berard, who are
famous experts along this line to make
an investigation with the view of instituting th change.
Forty-fourt-

o
o
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This "Farla of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced.
not generally known summer ia the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nig-- .a lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
The White Umbrella."
A.i-ou- gh
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READ ALL OF THIS.
You Never Know the Moment When
This Information i.iay Prove
of Infinite Value.
It is worth considerable to any citizen of Albuquerque to know the value
and use of a medicine, for if there Is
no occasion to employ it, in the meantime, frail humanity is subjected to
so many influences and unforseen con-

tingencies
unable to
then, that
any case
known as
cuticle or

The Thermometer
is Seldom Higher Than
8o in Mexico City

that the wisest are totally

gauge the future. Know
Doan's ointment will cure
of hemorrhoids, commonly
piles, or any disease of th

skin, generally termed

ec-

zema.
Mr. C. L. Kline, of 1851 Champa
street, says: "In 1883, in Minneapolis,
I had my feet frozen or suffered from
chilblains or something akin to them,
which drove me half crazy with itchiness. I have often taken off my shoes,
threatened to tear out my toes, and do
what I could I was unable to check
the aggravation, let alone cure it. I
bought a 50 cent box of Doan's Ointment at my druggists, used it and it
cured me. If anyone In Denver wishes
to know more about Doan's Ointment
send to them to me for a personal In-

The Mexican Central
prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to aJl
points In Mexico.
Call on or address,
Is

W. D. MURDOCK,
W. 0. MEAD,
C. A., El Paso.
A. O. & P. A., Mexico

C. R. HUDSON,
O. F. & P. A.,MexIco.

ESTES
PARK
Etta Park foldera free.
It's cool in Colorado.
One of the best Colorado Resorts is Estes Park, easily reached
from Denver via the Burlington Route.
Excellent accommodations at hotels,
ranches.

wnpn

boarding

y

houses and

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.
G..W.

VALLERY,

General Agent,

DENVER.

8

terview."
Ask the Alvarado Pharmacy what
their customers report about this

Doan's Ointment, BO cents per box,
for sale by all dealers.
Foster-Mllburcompany, Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan's, and
take no other.
n

Sustained the Demurrer.
The demurrer to the petition of Harry Rankin ft al. asking that the Southwestern Brewery & Ice company be
enjoined from ratifying the contract
for the purcnase of an ice plant, was
sustained by Judge Baker. In the afternoon a meeting of directors was
held a:id the contract was ratified. It
is expected this will close the present
contention.
A Good Reputation,
The way to gain a good reputation is
to endeavor to be what you desire to
appear." That Is precisely the way
In which Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
has gained its reputation as a cure for

COMPARE

THE
SCHEDULES
They prove the

SANTA FE
to 20 hours tns
Quickest line to the
10

East
The only THROUGH SERVICt
UNDER ONE MANAGEMENT, InsurHarvey Dining service, undeniaing uniform excellence.
bly the Finest In America. Three Trains Dally. PERSONALLY
CONDUCTED EXCURSIONS.

ooooooocoococcoc
Ho. For the Sulphur Hot Springs

coughs, colds, croup and whoopin..
cough. Every bottle that has ever been
put out by the manufacturers has been
fully up to the high standard claimed
for it. People have found that it can
always be depended upon for the relief
THE PLACE TO SPEND YOUR VACATION
and cure of these ailments and that it
derstand English."
.
pleasant and safe to take. For sale
It is reported that the first French by all druggists.
Situated in the heart of the Jemez mountains. Finest
minister to the Cuban republic will be
$1.50!
$1.5011
of Scenery and climate. Baths unsurpassed in the
1.50lll
Edmund Bruwaeit, who is French
Ra-- e
Opportunity.
consul general to this city. M.
United States for nearly all diseases. Good
Offered to those contemplating the
has lieen in the diplomatic serhotel accommodations. Stage leaves
vice for thirty years and has filled purchase of an organ. We will reduce
many posts of responsibility. It is dollar and a half every day, until sold,
Albuquerque three times a week.
thought that Henri Merou, consul gen- on one of our popular Victor organs,
TERMS REASONABLE
Geo. W. BIXLER, Mgr.
eral at Chicago, will succeed M. Bru- finished in solid oak with eleven stops,
and fully guaranteed for five years.
waeit here.
The price being $75.00; now special
TTiw,ti I'i.pi rt'irt a lit l f.rl V it la utatDil
price $07.00, reducing $1.50 every day
Cleveland has given until sold.
that
cocooocooocooocooc
We have sold six pianos in the last
nis promise 10 iawe tne stump at least
three times during the campaign in the ten days. Is this not satiKfactory evidinterests of the democratic state tick ence of the values o.icrod in our specet: once in this city, then in Albany. ial sale?
and lastly in Buffalo, bis old home.
HALL & LEARNARD,
Used In the Medical Department of the
The Square Music Dealers.
.'11. I, l, lll Hllllll, Mil, , , , .,11. IV , U
United States Army and Navy Service,
iand on the opposite side will lie Sen
o
FOR FAMILY USE,
recognized as the purest stimulant In
ator t nauneey m. uepew and otner
CONVALESCENTS
Humcing.
men who are prominent In state poli
AND INVALIDS.
We have auaea a plumbing departthe market. Recommended by the best
tics.
ment and tin shop to our business.
medical authority In the land.
II. M. Haan, proprietor of John Jacob When you havo anything in this lino
Astor's new hotel, the St. Reis, Fifty-fift- to be done Bee us about u before plac,
Sold exclusively by
street and Fifth avenue, sailed for ing your order. Albuquerque HardEurope this week to view the contents ware company.
of a famous chateau near - aria, the
entile conttnts of which have been
Deming water is chemically pure
ccooococooococococo
ottered to Mr. Astor for a sum in the equal to Polan Springs.
neiehboi hood of a quarter of a million
o
dollars. The St. Regis will be the
Deming baa a magnificent school
finest hohteJry in the world, from an
architectural standpoint, as well as system.
Dealers In
troni the points of furnishing and exCHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
In Deming the demand for rental
cellence ol service, when completed, bouses
Wool,
and villi its palm gardens, state apart- supply. ia five times in excess of the
ments, cafes, various reception rooms
&no other innovations will cost many
Goat
Deming! Have you been there? If
millions oi dollars.
not, you should get there for the big
WRITE FOR PRICES
The stite commission in lunacy is sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
IN CARLOAD
AND
FLOUR
BhN
preparing to establish two rec ption or
Tin, z&lvanizcd Iron and coppei
A
psychopathic hospitals in this city
LOTS
SPECIALTY.
one in Manhattan for 200 patients, and work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
New Mexico
Albuquerque,
ny.
one in Brooklyn accommodating 1U
In
patients. With the exception of a
Agricultural lands in Deming arc unward in the Alnany hospital, there are surpassed
for fertility, production of
now no such hospitals in this country,
although there are several in Europe. fruita and vegetables of all kinds.
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
The object is to fight insanity by takDeming,
county
ing it in hand as soon as it becomes of Luna. the Beat of the n.w
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars 208 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE,
acute and curing it, if possible.
fl. M.
Attend the special 25 per cent reduc- All patrons and friends cordially invitThe latest recruit in the rank of tion sale on men'a and bos' clothing ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is
women theatrical managers is Mrs. at Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
IT WILL UE TIME WELL. INserved every day.
Robert Osborn, who is well known in
STEVE BALLING,
VESTED TO HEAD OUR ADVERGotham society. She hae taken the
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Proprietor.
TISEMENT. ROSEN WALD BROS.
i:--

Bru-wae-

eccccaccoccocccc
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THE OLD GOVERNMENT WHISKEY

h

morello bros.,

Mausard's Mills,

w,,oLtv.,,v:,.,::Kl, his

E. G.

Garcia & Co

Sheep,

Hides, Pelts

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

skins

J. A. SKINNER
Do-.Je- v

The ICEBERG

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

i

THE
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,
A

Jones, attorney, of La's Vegas,
Is In the city.
Arthur Haule, of Globe, Arlxnna.
spent the Fourth in the city visiting
friends.
Max Kalter was here Sunday f'om
Santa Fe on a visit to his brother. Julius Kalter.
F. H. Kent and wife will leave M
night for the coast resorts of t")iith.n
California.
F. W. Hamm had another set back
this morning and is reported very low
this afternoon.
A wagon load of Presbytcri.vis
a hay ride and picnic at
ranch yesterday.
J. W. do Jong, a gentleman of foreign birth and royal blood, is spending
a few days In the city.
Attorney S. B. Gillette was a passenger for Santa Fe this morning. He expects to return this evening.
Mrs. Ida Parker, who for some time
has been confined to her home by sickness, is able to be out again.
Quite a large number of picnickers
from the city enjoyed the cool mountain air of Bear canyon yesterday.
The county commissioners and probate court will convene at the court
house Monday morning at 10 o'clock.
Street Commissioner Martin Tlerney
13 busy
today with a force of men
clearing away the Fourta of July rubA. A.

iTIW 'f'vO?

Cool Shoesf or Hot Feet
Do your feet

rerspire? Bathe tbem in warm water

In which

there

a little powdered alum. Dust the inelde of the shoe with
Allen's Footease. But for a permanent cure wear a pair of our glove
fitting low shoes or sandals. We have just received a new shipment.
la dissolved

LADIES' LOW SHOES WITH LIGHT OR EXTENSIOU SOLES, LOW
'MEDIUM, OR HIGH HEELS
LADIES

S.DALS,

WITH

50c

THREE OR

wNE,

,,

AT ONLY

STRAPS,

to
...$1.15 to
90c to
$1.25

MEN'S LOW SHOES
CHILDREN'S

FOUR

to $3.0

8ANDALS

$2.50
$3.50
$1.60

d

bish.
F. E. Sturges, wife and son will join
the Albuquerque colony In southern
California. They leave for the west

tonight.

IT'S

A

STEADY

this looking for and keeping just what
the public taste demands. But we do
not believe in handling anything for
which there is no call. Our stock,
which is carefully selected, Includes
full lines of staple and fancy groceries.
We sell best goods at lowest prices,
Leading specialties are fine teas, pure
coffees, choice creamery butter, and

F. R. Wendell, the day mixer at th6
St. Elmo, is still sick. It Is understood
that he is suffering with some stomach

complaint.

Mrs. J. E. Saint Is enjoying a visit
from her sister, Mrs. A. B. Lemon,
who arrived Thursday night from Santa Rosa, Cal.
The killing of song birds is prohibited by a territorial law. Several boys,
with air guns, are warned to cease

killing these birds.
Ernest Meyers, of .the firm of i :e
Meyers-Abe- l
company, wholesale liquor dealers, made a flying trip to
Kennedy yesterday.
The members of the Tuesday club
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St
have arranged their whole program for
next year. The social features will be
made very prominent.
You are invited to auend the sscial
dance at Orchestrion hall tonight. Pro-fessor Devine and Mrs. Rose Berry
will furnish the music.
SEVEN SELLERS . LUCKY SEVEN.
Miss Katherlne Graves, of Belen.and
Florsheim Oxford Tie, $3.50 to $4.00. Walter Connell and Louis Huning, who
Fiorsheira Southern Tie, $3.00 to pent the Fourth with the Hunings at
$3.50.
Los Lunas, arrived In the city this
Southern Tie, solid comfort, $2.25 to morning.
$2.50.
J. B. Block, the well known propri
Southern Tie, plain toe, $2.50 to etor
of Block's famous hotel at the
$3.00.
Jemez hot springs, after a fw days
Prince Alberts, plain toe, $2.50 to stay
here, returned to the spring's this
best canned goods.

J. L. BELL & CO.

MEN'S OXFORDS

12..- -.

: '
morning.
Dongola Oxfords, $1.75 to $2.00.
stage
left
The James T. Johnston
Canvas Oxfords, best quality, $1.50.
this morning for the Jemez hot springs
pretty well loaded with visitors, among
them being Prof. Di Mauro, Henry
I
Loebs and Ernest LIx.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, the uls- under it. Cut the center of the nail trlct attorney of the Third Judicial
very short. The growth of the nail trlct, who was In Washington 6n busitoward this part will draw it away ness, passed through the city for a&
from the corners. To keep this trou- Cruces Thursday night.
ble from coming back wear well fitting
R. H. Greenleaf left this morning for
shoes. We pay particular attention to
along the valley. He Is
fit the feet of our patrons properly. a dove huntgreat
only
fisherman, but also a
a
not
us
a trial. C. May's popular priced
Give
bring back late this
will
hunter,
and
shoe store, 208 Wept Railroad avenue.
afternoon a lot of doves.
If you are going east do not forget
Word comes from Mrs. h. C Bald- to get some souvenirs at A. B. Wea- ridge,
who is spending her vacation at
ver's, 307 South First street.
Los Angeles, that she has greatly imSTOVE REPAIRS.
proved in health and is hugely enjoyBorradaile & Co.,
ing the ocean atmosphere.
117 Gold Ave.
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the
o
Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain federal land office at Santa Fe, spent
the Fourth in the city visiting witn
Railway.
Effective June 2nd first class passen- his daughter, Mrs. Solomon Luna, who
ger train will leave Alamogordo at S has Just returned from her trip to
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50 southern California.
a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloud,
Mrs. Harry H. MileB and daughter.of
croft at 5:30 p. m., arriving at Alamo Wichita, Kansas, who have been visit
gordo at 8 p. m.
ing Mrs. Miles' mother, Mrs. II. u.
Passengers for these trains can take Whiteomb, the past wyk, will leave
brsakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock tnis evening for California, where they
dinner at Cloudcoft.
will spend the summer. Mr. Wtiltcomb
A. N. BROWN,
w ill accompany them.
G. P. A., E. P.-I. Route.
A chest of carpenter's tools, the
property of J. H. Bennett, of Albuquer
Curtains! Curtains!! Curtains!!!
Hyde building
We are proving up to date lace cur- que. who worked on the
winter, was sold Wednesday eventains In Brussels net, Irish point, Ara- last
bian net, Nottingham, Bobblnet and ing by Constable Milllgan to satisfy
muslin. Albert Febar, 205 Railroad an unpaid board bill. I ai mington
Times.
avnue.
Yesterday was an unusually dry
o
Notice.
Fourth of July for Albuquerque. Only
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals one drunk, an Indian, was captured by
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short City Marshal McMillin s force, police
orders, 6 cents up. 111 North First Judee Crawford Is enjoying a few days
street.
in the mountains and this lonely In
dian will have to He in limbo until

T. MUENSTERMAN.
MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
good security; also househoM goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.

CITY NEWS.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
See the newest In ladles' neckwear

at The Economist

Demlng, the gateway to the beet
Van of Old Mexico.
Kuppe's drua store open all nlgat

every night

Window shades In all colors and
widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Fresh Cut Flowers.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Demlng!
Don't overlook It if you
are looking for a sale and paying in-

vestment

Mexican drawn worx In endless va
I lay at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad

avenue.
In Demlng another good Lotel Is
needed to accommodate the enormous
increase of population.
In jrfexlcan drawn work we are
showing a big assortment. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
yard are very sea." :e. Leon Li. Stern.
In Demlng you can buy lots for $100
hich will pay you 100 per cent i less
than twelve months.
your parcels ana baggage delivered
Ingrowing toe nails are very painful. by toe Parcel Delivery to any part of
To cure them gently raise the corner the city. Office 206 West Gold avenue.
of the nail and insert a little cotton Automatic phone No. 202.
you want to know what smartly dressed nu-this season, ask to see 4'frf Hloth Clothes."
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BOYS'
NORFOLK
CRASH SUITS
6 to 14 years, only

LINEN

WALKOVER

SHOES.

.$3.50

PINGREE A SMITH'S 4 and 15
SHOES, THE BEST MADE.

E. L. WASHBURN.

SPECIALTY OF

Ladies' and Children's

SHOES
The Big Store With Little Prices.

E. J. POST & CO
C. F. MYERS

New England bread makes
keeping a pleasure.
A

HARDWARE..
Buckeye
Mowers
Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses
MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

house-

At the Metropolitan saloon tonight
(XOOCOOCOOOCOOODOOCOCOO
grand free lunch will be served.

Ice cream, ail flavors, at New England bakery.
One of the finest lunches of the season will be served at the White Elephant resnit tonight.

Rfl

o

Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
c
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
all kinds. Albuquerque Harware company.

lines of light weight footwear

MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.
A. M.

iaNOW,

Second street, few door
f ftolT.ce.

209 kTnifh

norto "

GENTLEMEN!
Our selection of over two thousand
splint: He tuples, comprising all the
fuMr.onaWe goods for gentlemen's

fancy vestlngs, overcoats

F!t! fulldiesb suits, are ready for
yoi.r luspectlon. Our tailoring and
t;vt?s are unexcelled and the prices
talti. Nuttleton Tailoring Agency,
VI 5 Fnutu Second street

We consider the Douglas the
best popular priced shoe in the
world. We also carry the Hanan
shoe, which is the finest of all.

COMMERCE

Stamp

Jj90,C21.hO
7,7b8.&8
3.U28.47
172.842. GO
05,175.64
043.40
acct..

In

$

Undivided profits
Deposits

72,400.(10
19.0:57.93

SIMON STFRN.The

B. B. Ave. Clothier

Soocoooocooooococo
OOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOCX

Whitney

Company

748.9112.28

WHOLESALE HARDWARE

f841.000.2l
)

)
County of Hernalillo.
I, W. S. Strickler, vice president and
cashier of the above named bank, do
solemnly bvear that the above statement is true to the best of my know-lenj-- e
and belief.
W. S. STUICKLER,
Vice President and Cashier,
Sworn to before me this 5th day of

1!U2.

Correct

EM'S SHOES
We have just added several new

Cordial invitation extended to old
customers and visitors to partake of
the free lunch at Zeiger's Cafe tonight
o
In Demlng good sate loans can lx
had at better rates than in the old es
tabllshed towns.
Subscribe f j The Daily Otzen

?S41.000.21

July,

and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

o

Territory of New Mexico,
suitable for summer outing
wear in the mountains, only
per suit
$2.00

Clothing,
Furnishing: Q ods.

Hot lunch, free to everybody, at
Zeiger's Cafe tonight. Don't forget

$1.50

MEN'S KHAKI SUITS

yS'SWCo" oJ5W5o"oil

--

LIABILITIES.

Capital paid

&5Z

Dry Goods,

freshments were served and this
year's annual dance was a grpat success. The expenses are defrayed by
tne proprietors and Messrs. Bearrup,
Wilkinson and Edie were present and
enjoyed the fun to the utmost.

Loans and Discounts
Ileal estate
Furniture and fixtures
Due from other banks

Internal

3

FOR EVERYTHING IN

The Annual Dance.
The annual dance of the employes
of the Wool Scouring mill was held at
the works on Thursday night. The
floor was cleared and an orchestra furnished the music to which the employes danced until a ate hour. Re-

RESOURCES.

Cash on band

Clothing

o o 6 e o a o r. o o o o a e e o s o a 6 o o 5 5

fish-in- g

of
Albuquerque. New Mexico,
At the close of Business July 3rd, 1902.

wear

Summer
-

returned to Barnallllo Thursday night,
nnd Mr. Burg and wife left there for
I nicago and thence to Washington, D.
C. The attorney came on to this city.
Charles KIse and family, of Wellington, Kansas', passed through the city
last night en route to the coast, where
they will enjoy the salt water breezes
of the Pacific the remainder of ttio
summer. Mr. KIse is a prominent railroad man of the southern Kansas division of the Santa Fe.
Hon. M. S. Otero has returned to the
city from the Sulphur hot springs. He
reports the pastures around the hot
springs district looking fine, a good
rain having fallen there the fore part
of the week. He says that the guests
at Jemez springs are steadily increasing and seem to enjoy life. Trout
is unusually good this summer.
Report comes from the sick room of
Johnnie Haberle, saying that that
young man is progressing nicely and is
now out of danger, but that he will be
a sick boy for some .ime. His sickness was caused from over exertion in
a base ball game at Santa Fe three
weeks ago, and it is for him that i.ie
big benefit is to be given at the fair
grounds tomorrow afternoon.
Capt. Samuel Saltmarsh, the chief
car accountant of the Santa Fe coast
lines, is in the city, returning from
attending the convention of the International Association of Car Accountants and Car Service oincers at Milwaukee. The captain formerly resided In this city and Is today arounl
renewing old acquaintances. He will
return west, en route to Los Angeles,
tonight.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

Report of the Condition
of the

BANK
"

Monday before he can have a hearing.
Mrs. S. W. White, Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
narilett. Miss Marie Wlncheck and
Charlie White composed a party whictt
left the city Thursday night to enjoy a
few days outing at the Grand Canyon
of the Colorado. They expect to return
Monday evening.
Loula Trailer and wife enjoyed their
Fourth of July at Los Lunas, being the
guests of Mrs. Simon Neustadt. The
two ladies have gone to El Paso, where
they will see Mrs. L. F. Levy, another
sister, and her daughter. Miss Ethel,
safely on the train for California.
John Baron Burg and wife, and Attorney C. E. Burg, who sojourned the
past week at the Jemez hot springs,

It. M. MEURITT.
Notary Public.

Attest:

SOLOMON LUNA.
WM. MclNTOSH,
M. S. OTKRO,

Directors.

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses
PLUMBERS
7

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
AND TINNERS.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

South First street.
'Phones: Aut.

Albuquerque, N.
24S; Bell, 85.
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